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CHAPTER XV 

ELEMENTS OF gETAPII.YSICS 

As the precediaa-, chapter outlined a program,

so the present chapter turns to its execution. Ye have

to make explicit the latent metaphysics of the human mint%

and the first step is to establish its elements. There

are six of them: central potency, central form, central

act, conjugate potency, conjugate form, and conjugate act.

In the light of earlier chapters, it will be a relatively

brief task to distincuish aid relate them. But the preys-

Woe of counter-positions rude it seem inadvisable, if

not imposaiLle, to tackle tile problem of genetic method

until ye were able to employ our basic metaphysical con-

cepts; and so the present chapter owes its length and

any complexity it may possess to the necessity of clarify-

ing the notion of deNelomeat and of outlining the heuris-

tic structure of genetic neti-lod both in general and as

applied to the organism, to the psyche, to intellirence,

and to the combination of all three in man.
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Potenczy, Formland Actt

Piletaphysics nas been conceived as the integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being. It envisnges

an indefi:.Ately 'remote future date when the rhole domain

of prporionL being will be understood. It asks what

can bo ki1014.1) here and anow of that future explanation. It

answers that, though Nil explanation may never be reached,

at least the structure of that explanatory knowledge can

be known at once.

For prortartionate being is whatever is to be

known by experience, Lntelligent grasp, ail(' reasmable

affirmation. V:hile the re are three conmonents in that

3trynving, F, till only one of them is an unimovin. The con-

tent of intelligent grasp   of proportionate being necessar-

ily remains unknorn ur til full c:.:(planation is reached. But

th content of reaselaThle affirnation is krlown

for it is a virtually -..mconditioned ITear. And the content

of experience that survives in :fully explanatory know-

ledge ål:n i k•-7o\RTn already, for it is the int-211ectua1ly

patterned	 of the empirical resilue; and already

-we know that; ezperience Is in its intellE.,ctual pattern

-when it is dominated by the detached att: disinterested

desire to know; similarly, we airesady have determined

that the empirical re:idue lies in the individuality, the

continuity, the calaci,lental conjunctions and successions,

and the non-systernatic divergence from intelligible norms,

*Itch a-re to be kqown by experiencing and only by exper-

lencing.
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Accordingly, let us introduce the terms,

potency, forms and act.

Potency denotes the component of proportionate

being to be know in fully explanatory knowledge by an

intellectually patterned experience of th‘-?, efri Oirical resi-

due.

Form denotes the component of proportionate

being to be known, not by understanding the names of things,

nor by understanding their relations to us, but by under-

. standing thw,i fnlly in thr21r relations to ol-ze

Act (-1;.?.notes the component of proportionate

being to be	 own by uttering tbr.) virtually unconditioned

!Test, of reasonable judgment.

It follows that potency, farmland act consti-

tute a unity. For v,l-kat is experienced, is r:hat is under-

stood; and what is understood, is what is affirmed. The

three levels of cognitional activity yield a single know-

ing; for experience alone is not Inman knowing; experience

and understanding do not•suffice for knowing; only when

the unconditioned is reached an,:l affirmation or negation

occurs, does knovdng in the proper moaning of the term

arise, In like manner, the contents of the three levels

of cognitional activity constitute a unity; one does not

know a first proportionate being by experieucing, a second

by understan1.ir2g, and a third by judging; on the contrary,

the thr,.(3ont2.71t.'..s coalesce into a sirigle'Known. Hence,

potency, form, and act, since they are known by experience,

understanding, and judgment, are not three proportionate
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beings but three components In a single proportionate

being.

Further, it follows that potency, form, and

.act not only constitute a unity but also share a common

definition or specification. For exporience neither de-

fines nor specifies; it merely presents, Again, judgment

wither defines nor specifies; it merely affirms or denies

what has been defined or specified already, All defining

and specifying occur on the level of understnnding, and

so the unity constituted by potency, form, and tIct, has

but a single definition or specification that is reached

in knoving form.

Finally, One foregoing accou-nt of potency, form,

and acts will cover any possible scientific explanation,

For a scientific ex-planation is a th eory Ibirified in in-

stances; as verified, it refers to act; as theory, it

refers to fonn; as in instances, it refers to pnteacy.

Again, as a theory of the classical trre, it refers to

forms as forms; as a theory of tne statistical type, it

refers to forms as setting ideal frequencies from which

acts do not divrge systematically; as a theory of the

genetic type, it r,efers to the conditions of the emergence

of for from potency.

In subsequent sections different types of potency,

form, anl act, will be distinguished, but at once we must

draw attention to the fact that, while w,e employ. the names

introd:iced by Aristotle and while we assign thou a meaning

that Aristotle would recognize as his own, none the less

Aristotle's ready use of merely descriptive knowledge and
•szvta4:77:7:-:
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our insistence on explanation involve different starting.

points, different tendencies, and differencesin implica-

tion. Thus, it is sound Aristotelian doctrine to say that

potency stands to form, as eye to sight, ang that form

stands to act, as sight to seeing. But it is a far more

prominent Aristotelian doctrine to say that potency stands

to form, as the privation of heat to heat, and that form

stands to act, as host to heating. Yet the psychological

illustration satisfies our definitions but the physical

illustratton cannot be reconciled with them.

The lnychological illustration satisfies our

definitIonc. For form is what is to be known by insight:

but "sight"  is k..!3rn inasmuch as vie understand eyes as or-

gans of 1 , 1it, Or inasmuch as we unierstand experiences of

seeing as grounded in the possession of sight. Again, act

Is known by the ',Yee of judgment, and we know that a per-

son is seeing, not by a mere Inspection of eyes, nor by

unlerstanding the inspected eyes as organs of sight, but

by affirm:ng that the understood sight is being put to use.

Finally, potency is what is to be known by intAlectually

patterned experience of the empirical residue, and there

is such an /7.xperience when we inspect eyes in order to

unlerstand them.

But the physical illustration connot be sub-

sumed under our definitions. Form is what is to be 1nown by

insight, but Aristotle considered what he named proper sen-

sibles to 1),) forms; such are colors, sounds, heat and cold,

the wet a1 dry, the hard awl soft, the heavy and light, etc.

At least, tily are ettremely ambiguous forms: in the object

41C
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they are sensible in potency; in sensation they are sen-

sible in act; es nand th 37 are associated v-ith any suffi-

ciently stmilar clealtty through an insight that grasps how

to employ tne name; as objects of inquiry, tieey enter into

a heuristic structure the.t seeks what is to be known when

they will be understood; finally, as ex2lained, they are re

lated to laws tht implieitly define conjtigate toms. Whidh

of the five is Aristotle's form, heat? Again, act is what

is to be known by the nest" of jul:ment; but "heating" is

not to be known in this simple manner. To know "heating"

is to know that there are two instances of heat and that

one of them is derived causally from the other. Finally,

potency is known by intallectually patterned experience

of the empirical residue. But the potency to the form, heat,

is the privation of that form; that privation is known, not

by merely experiencing the contrary form, cold, but by

understanding it as coutmry to heat and excluling heat.

It is easy enough to see how the ambiguities

of Aristotle's phy,sical notions. made a conflict with Re-

naissance science humanly inevitable. If the form of heat

is what is to be 'mown by understanding heat, than the

Aristotelians were boend to approve the scientists' effort

to understand. In fact, there was a comedy of errors. The

Aristotelians had little grasp of Aristotle's doctrine of

insight into imaginative repreentations and they had no

notion of the heuristic structure thet heads for insight. On

the other hand, the 'scientists did not conceive explaining

as knowing inasmuch as one is understanding; their thought

was dominated by the notion of objectivity as extroversion:
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in this sense they denied the proper sensibles to be really

"out there; and they conceived explanation as the reduction

of apparent qualities to the real dimensions of matter in

motion. Four centuries ournt to suffice for us to learn to

see thro,wh this set of bluwiers.

2.	 Con_naLfinELS2aLuvatil_g_ti' tens

The soconl step In welesing out the intogral

heuristic structure of proportioneto being will be to dis—

tinguish to general cnees of potency, form, an(1 act. For

While the forms of proportionate being are to be ',mown fully

only wten full explanation is reached, still the present

existence of heuristic techniques can reveal at once the'

there are different kinds of forms, Moreover, if there are

different kinds of forms, there mest be different kinds of

potency and of act; for pcktancy, form, and act constitute

a single known and share el common definition; and the potency;

and act that share the definition of one kind of form must

differ from the potency and act that share the different

definition of another kind.

:ow, at the root of classical method there are

two heuri tic principles. The first is that similars are

understood similarly, that a difference of understanding

presupposes a significant difference of data. The second

is that the similarities) relevant to explenation, lie not

in the relations of things to our sonsesk but in their rela-

tions to one aaother. Next, when tilese heuristic Principles

are aeplied, there result classifications by sensi'Ae

similarity, then correlations, and finally the verification

-0-
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of correlations and of systems of correlations. But veri-

fied correlations necessarily involve the verification

of terms ileplicitly defined by the correlations; and they

do not involve more than such implicitly defined terms as

related, for what is verified accurately is not this or

that particular proposition but the general and abstract

proposition on which ranges of ranges of particular proposi-

tions converge. Accordingly, there is a fundamental heuris-

tic structure that leads to the determination of conjugates,

that is, of terms defined implicitly by their empirically

verified and explanatory relations. Such terms as related

are known by understanding, ani so they are forms. Let us

name them conjugate forms. Since such forms are verified in

the empirical residue of experience, they constitute unities

with conjugate potencies and conjugate acts. Hence, con-

jugate potency is potency to conjugate form, and conjugate

act is act of conjugate form, where potency So. form and

act at form mean that the potency, form, and act in clues-

tion constitute a single unity.

Further, the heuristic structure that leads

to knowledge of conjugate forms necessitates another struc-

ture that leads to knorledge of central forms, For one

reaches explanatory conjugates by considering data as

similar to other data; but the data, .which are similar,

also are concrete and individual; and as concrete and in-

dividual, they are understood inasmuch as one grasps in

them a concrete and intelligible unity, identity, whole.

Nor can one dispense with this grasp or transcend it. For

science advances through the inter4taction of increasingly

accurate descriptions and ever more satisfactory explanations
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of th,3 same objects, Unless the objects are the same, there

is no relation betrieen the .description and the explanation

and so no reason why explanation should ;modify description

or description lead to better explana tion. But the only ob—

ject that is the MrIlf.i is thf) concrete wed intelligible

unity, identity, wlhole; tor the explanatory corelugutes

change ; and the de se riptive or experiential terms undergo

mOtifications an -1 rearraagements, Accordingly, as long as

science -Le rimy doe lag, the not. on of the intellir!ible

unity isis inlispersabole, Fut 1nf,144- term no loss than I,n,„

development k sci on ti fic eon cler ions need to be sen.,orted
LJ

by evidehce;. the evidence for such conclusions lies in

change; and without concrete and into. j.elit..„.ligible unities there

notliini; to change; for change is/pv*41 the substitution of

one datum for anotheri nor 14,..it the replacement of one
L.)

concept by another; it ccensists in the same concrete, in-

telligible unity providing the unification for seccessively

different data and so without the un 1 te:1 there is no change

and without change there is lacking a notable pert, if not

all, of the evidence for scientific conclusions. Finally,

science is applicable to concrete problems; but neither

descriptive nor explanatory knowledge can be applied to

concrete problems without the use of the demonstrative,

and thet .lemoiestrative can be used only inasmuch as there is

a link bet\eeeri co: icepts and data as individual; only the

notion of the concrete and intelligible unity of data

supplies such a link, and so that notion is necessary for

science as ap-plied,
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Wow Concrete and intelligible unities are known by

understanding: therefore, they ere forms. But they are quite

different from conjugate ferms, and so thee ml3st be recog-

nized aeother typo of form to be.nalped centnal form: and

just as conjuvte form implies a conjugate potoncy and a

conjugate act, so also central form implies a central

potency and a central net.

The difference betinen our central form and Aris-

totle's substantial form is merely nominal. For the Aris-

totelian substantial form is whet is knovn by grasping an

intelligible unity, a unum per se. Houevers since the mean-

ing of th EnFlish word, sebstence, has been influenced

profoOly by LorXe, since the Cartesian cenfonion of "body

anl thing led to an identification of substance and exten-

sion and then to the riposte thet substance is underneath

extension, I have thought it advisable, at least temporarily

to mat myself off from this verbal tangle.

The difference between our conjugate form and

Aristotle's accidental form is prtly nominal and partly

real. The name, accidental, is misleading, for it suggests

o	 the merely incidental. Moreover, th accidental forms of

Aristo-ae's phyAcal theory lree perhaps, sensible qualities

as sensed, but we admit no forms that are 'known apart from

understanling. Finally, tine name, conjugate, brings out

what lea consider the essential feature of iptelligible mutual

e

relations that implicitly define conjugate forrs.

The distincton between central and conjugtite

forms leads to the distinction between central and conjugate
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acts. Central act is existence, for what mists is the

intelligible enity. Conjogate act is oceternence, for illut

oceurs is defined explanatorily by appeaing to conjugate

form.

Similarly, there results a divisim of the empirical

residue betveen central potency and conjugate potency. since

central nrn is the intelligible unity ofslata as iadividual

central poLency may be identified with thl individuality of

the empirleAl residue. On the other hind„ conjugate forms

are verified in sptiel-temporal elntInua, conjunctions,amxt

successions; and co these aspects of the empirical residue

are to be deputed to conjugate potency.

To illustrate the meaning of tha'terps, central

and co)ljugate potency, form, and act, lotus suppose that

mass-velocity is a notion that survives in fully explana-

tory science. Then thA mass-velocity will be a conjugate

act; the mass, defined by its intellielae relatfons to

other masses, will be a conjugate form; the space-tine con-

tinuum of the trajectory will be a conjugate eotency; what

has the mass will be indivilual by its central potency, a

unity by its central form, and existing by its central act.
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3.	 Explanatory- Genera and Saecies

Genera and species are explanatory if they are

derived, not from classifications based on sensible simil-

arities an t i dissimilarities, but from classifications based

upon explanatory kaomledge. The general character of such

explanatory knowledge has been indicated already in the

chapter on Things but, perhaps, it will not be amiss to re-

cast it in terms of central and conjugate potency, form,

and act before asking the twofold question, namely, whe-

ther or not that is the structure of explanatory genera

and species, and -whether or not such a structure will sur-

vive in fully explanatory Wowledge of proportl.enate being.

First, then, if there is any explanatory science,

thlIn there is a set of conjugate forms, say Ci, defined im-

plicitly by their empirically established and explanatory

relations. Different combinations of forms from the set,

Ci, serve to define explanatorily the unities or things, Tip

which differ specifically from one another but pertain to

the same explanatory genus. Again, different combinations

of the verified correlations yield a range of schemes of

0

	

	 recurrence, Si, and in the measure such schemes are realized,

they make systematic the occurrence of the conjugate acts,

Al"
Secondly, either all conjugate acts of the type,

A1, occur systematically, or some occur systematically in

virtue of the schemes, Si, while others occur at random, If

there are such random occurrences, thea there are instances

of the merely empirical residue on the level of conjugate

acts, For a manifold of random occurrences offers a much
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larger range of merely coincidental conjunctions and

successions, and such conjunctions and successions per-

tain to the empirical residue.

Thirdly-, there is a further possibility, Be-

sides occurrit-v systematically in virtue of the schemes,

and occurring at random, conjugate acts of the type, A
i

may occur quite regularly yet in a manner that cannot be

accounted for 17 any of the schemes, Si. In that case there

is the evidence that is necessary and sufficient to affirm

the existence of another set of conjugates, CI, defining

another genus of things, T and yielding another range ofj

schemes, Si, that make systematic another type of conjugate

acts, A1,
1

Fourthly, the foregoing possibility is recurrent.

'Just as a random manifold of conjugate acts, Au, is am in-

stance of the empirical residue and so supplies the cmnju-

gate potency for the higher systematization by the conju-

gate forms) Cl, so also a random manifold of conjugate acts,

A3k, may be an instance of the empirical residue that sup-

plies the conjugate potency for a still higher systematiza-

tion by tit conjuate forms, Ck. Accordingly, there can be

a series of onera,T,T,T, ID$0. and within each genus
i j k

there can be different species, for the things are defined.

17 their conjugate forms and the conjugate forms differ in-

asmuch as they systematize differently their different under-

lying manifolds of lower order conjugate acts,

Fifthly, in things of any higher gems, there

survive lower conjugate potencies, forms, and acts, bat
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there do not survive lower things. The lower coulugates

survive, for without them there would be nothing for the

higher system of conjugates to systematize. On the other

hand, the lower things do not survive within higher.things.

For a thing is the concrete and intelligible unity of con-

crete and individual data; the same data from different

viewpoints can provide the evidence for different conjugate'

forms; but the same data under the totality of their aspects

cannot be the data for different things. If any datum

under all its aspects pertains to (lie thing, tun it does

not pertain to any other thing; hence, if there is a

higher thing, there are data for affirming it and the same

data are not data for any other thing. It is to be noted,

howevers-tht we are speaking not of "bodies" but of things.

Within the Needy! of an animal, there can be many different

things; but these different things are not the animals nor

parts of it; they may be foreign "bodies; they may live in

symbiosis with the animal; but they do not pertain to the

animal as do its eyes and other organs.

Sixthly, corresnonding to the successive gcherots

there will be distinct and autonomous empirical sciences.

For each genus has its proper range of schemes of recurrences

e S JP S •..• Investigation of  these regularities will
lead to the discovery of empirically verified correlations

and so the implicitly defined sets of conjugates, C

C C	 ogee All the terms of the sets C will be defined
j	 k

by their internal relations; all the terms of the set, Ci,

will be defined by their internal relations; and since the

two sets have no terms in common, there will be no logical

0 0
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process froz one set to another. ESecause there is no logi-

cal process from one set to another, the several empirical

sciences will be distinct and autonomous,

Beventhly, the su cc es stye, distinct autonomous

sciences will be related as successive highea, viewpoints.

For the coincidental manifolds of lo!er conjugate acts,

say Air can be imagined syenbolically. Moreover as the

coincidental manifolds are the conjugate potency for the

higher conjugate forms, so the symbolic images provide the
tf,s,

materials for insight into the las relating	 higher

forms. But there is a higher view-mint when ima-es of low-

er level operations yield insight into the Laws governing

higher level operations. Accorliagly, the 'structure of the

successive genera runs paralieL to the structure of success-

ive higher vietpoints.

iUghthly, this parallel may be stated either

as a position or as a counter-position. If one affirms the

real to be being and to be known by intelligent grasp and

reasonable affirmation, then the real will be existing

unities differentiated by conjuga,te forms of various genera

and species. In that case the symbolic imagoes will have a

merely heuristic value, for they will serve to facilitate

the transition from one science to another and to determine

to what extent data are erplained or not explained by either

science. On the other hand, if one affirms tho real to be

a subdivision in the nalres dy out there nowt', then the

images will	 be not heuristic symbols but representations

of things as they really are; the successire

systems will be merely subjective arrangements, for the
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intelligible cannot be imagined; and so the reality of

each higher genus in empti!ed into the lover until one

reaches thr.. Image of he licrost; and ts the lccest is

imrgined as too small to be seen, one is left rith unveri-

fiable imtges of th lowest genus as oels (nctra-scientiric

and pseudo—metaphysical account of reality.

Te have stated our conception of exrlwiatorr

genera and Species, and to questlons arise. Is th.c con-

ception correct? Is it verifiable, not merely in things

as they are known now, but also in thins as they would be

known if they were explained completely?

Perhaps, it may be claimed that the concep—

tion is uniquely probable. The notion of thc! succession

of highe vie•oints would set to be the one t rd only

manner tnr.hich loically Qnre14-,ted sciences Ctin be unified.

The notion tl-LA'. lover coincidental manifolds of occurrences

are systematized by higher forms rfyIll seem to be the one

and only way in which higher orders of reality can be im—

manent in lower orders without violating lower classical

lavs. The two notions are complementary, for the image

corresponds to the coincidental manifold, and the insight

Into the image grasps the forms that systematize the other—

wise coincidental manifold. Finally, th two notions satis—

fy the more general requirements of abstract clssical

concrete schemes of' recurrence, statistical 	 idoes, the

emergent probability of higher forms and schemes, and the

metaphysical structure of central and conjugate potencies,

forms, and acts.

°
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Further, the ccmception rests„ not on tho present

state of emprical sciences, but on the fundamental pro-

perties of 1ht. Insight is into imaginative representa-

tions. InolOits aecuallate into viewpoints. napes that

represent viewpoints lead to ins:tgetts that accuulate into

higher viewpoints. This transition min be repeated. Images,

apart from insight, are concidentn1 manifolds; but images

under insight cease to be cotncidel, for their elements

become relLted intelligibly. Potmqr corresonds: to the

imgined empirical residue. Form corresonds to the in-

sight. Again, fttrect Insight expresses itself in abstract

classical larst this alvtractness 1s an indeterminacy that

leaves room for the inverse insights that grasp statistical

laws; the compatibility of classical and statistical lars

leve s room for the coincidental rwlifolds that provide the

potency for the higher forms. Not only do all these ele-

ments mesh together to provi,de a siAzle coherent account

of explanNtory genera arLd species, but the resultant account

has no cor4-Aitors for, to the heat of my knowledge, no one

else has attempted to work out the pure theory of genera

and species, whore thi.2. genera and species are conceived

not descriptively but orplanatorily.

Now a conce-otion is uniulely probable if it meets

an issue fairly an squarely and there are no available al-

ternative views. Moreover, in the -present instance, this

probability is of a high t; order, it regards not an imagina-

tive synthesis af outer events, such as the Ptolemaic or

Copernican systems, but the inner ground that is generative

of successive imaginative syntheses and systematic unifies-

-
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tioas, such syntheses and unifications can rise and fall

in endless succession mdthout altering a single element

in the fundamental properties of imight, for Chose funds-

merital properties are the principle whence th,;) endless

succession woeld spring, Ilmce; the greater one's familiar.

ity vith tivnen nteLltgence and its properties; the clear-

er it becnmes that our developme.nt of the notion of the

higher v1 	int into a theory of explanatory galena and

species has exploited the basic nnl permanent factors that

will hold their ground in slabsequent modifications and

improvemits.

Fthal1,7) such unique probability is sufficient

for a metaphysical theorem yhen metaphysics is copeeived

in accord with the defirAtIon of th) preceding chapter,

For if a metaphysics aims at integrating the empirical

sciences and common sense to yield a single view of the

universe of proportdonate beings then it has to deal with

facts. It cannot z,lccept the criteria of a deductivism that

is conteRt to affirm the necessary laws of ay pos-ible
110.44.

world, It is boln6 to be nuanced; alatiAao it",w41 have no
•

doubt about c9ntral and conjugate potencies, forms, and

acts, ytpe col-Itont with unique probability when it comes

to diffErrerytiating the explanatory genera airl species of

forms.

There remains the question of fact. Pre there

in this universe things that differ specifically and gener-

ically, where these differences are conceived not descrip-

tively but explanatorily? A negative answer is dictated  

-77   
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by the counter-position, for thee reality reduces to

imagined and unverifiable entities that differ, not in-

telligibly, but only in their imar:inable daterminations.

On the other hand, if we appeal to the immemorial con-

victions of common sense or to the. actual division of

scientific departments, all the evidence favors the

• affirrnati_on of different explanatory genera. Finally, we

may invoke th testimony of the future aria hy-pothr_•':ic•al

reviser of	 present affirmation. For It he is to revise

that or any other affirrnittlon, he roust appeal to exper-

ience, unl-rstanling, and jut:merit, and so he will be a

concrete w intl11giblo unity of empirical, intelligent,

arid rational consciousness. Moreover, he must make his

pronoencement, not v.hile he is conscious within the bio-

logical, the aesthetic, the artistic, the dramatic, or

the practical patterns of experience, but uhile he is

conscious withi ri the intellectual pOtern. Still, he will

be capable of experience in those other patterns or in

some blend or alternation of them, for otherwise he would

not be a DIM, It follows that the hypothetical reviser,

if he is a rman, will be more then a concrete an d intelli-

gible unity of empirical, intAligent, and rational con-

sc-Husness, tilet else will he be?	 One has to invoke

at least one other genus of conjugate forms to account

for the concrete possibility of other patterns of exper-

ience, to aount for preconscious and subconscious in

fluences upon concioushess, to account for the fact that

the hypothetical reviser eats and breathes and walks on
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other things besides men. On the other hand, if one's

hypothetical reviser is not a man, then Ina is rather

hard put to it to conceive a manrvir in which the exis-

tonc-e of different explanatory genera can be denied.

potency an.d LAmitation• 

Each higher genus is united by the preceding

lower genus,k, On the one hand, it must not interfere with

the autonomy of thn lower order for, if it were to do so,

it would cistroy its own fowdation. On the other hand,

the higher genus is a higher systematization of manifolds

that would be coincilental on the loor Invell and a higher

systematization is limited by the manifolds which it sys-

tematizes,

Since each higher genus is limited by the pre-

ceding lower genus, it follows that the loest genus pro-

vides a nrinciple,of limitation for the whole domain of

proportio:vte

iloreover, this universal principle of limita-

tion rsides in the potency of the lowest genus. For act

corresponds to judgment, form to Insights and potenv to

experince of the empirical residue, But the TYee of

judgment is restricted to the formul6tion it affirms; and

this formulation results from an insight that is restricted 

0
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to tho pattern of the data to be txndorstood. Accordingly,

as lutmcmt is limited la: ilnsight, and insight 'by data,

so act is limited by form, aryl form 111' Limited by potency.

It will be convenient to intrr>duce the name,

prime potency, to denote th.,3 potency of tho lowest level

that provides the principle of lirnitiobn for tine whole

rare of Iroportinnt...te. being.

cmitai.n characteristics of prime potency are

alroi:dy faialli.rr. For pot •ncy is what 1s to be 7,inown by

intellectually patterned experience of the empirical resi-

due, The empirical. residiie consists 1-1 1 ndividuazlity, the

continum,. partlenlar place and time, am! -the non—system—

atic divergence from theoretically groortdoci ariti.cipations,

Since all. these feat ores of the erpi cal reF;idue are to

be verified in the. lowest genus or proportionate being„

all are to be attributed to prime potency,

ilowevf_-_er„ one may ask wh,-?ther, in the light of

contemporary science, prime potency ties anything to do
a.

with energy, Ine,general fashion ono may arigue that, since

enorgy may be latent or potential, it is not act, since

it is rel,orant to mechanics, thi-)rraodynamics, electromag-

netics, clurlistry„ and biology) it is not form, Finally,

Since it flnct.:.7)ns as a uni-ve.,:sal nrIneLple of limitation,

it must b,3 i.,;r7)unded in prime potency,.

An inva.stigation of the_. notion of energy lies

outside the scope of the present inquiry-, but it may not

be amiss to put a rem, leadirg questions, In the first place,

the notion of energy is reached, not by differentiating,
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but by integrating. It is not surprising then differentia-

ting, which is an abstractive procOure, yields notions

of broad generality. But energyi a notion of extreme

generality yet it js reached b7 integrating. Might one

not say that the quantity of energy is the concrete prime

potency that is informed mechanically or thermally or

electrically as th.. case may be?

.4,ain, there is the cuzious fact that the

science of mechanics can be developed logically in terms

of classical laws and vithout any mention of energy (Lind-

say and Margenau, p.120), yet once the notion of energy is

introduced, one can develop Lagramgels method of generalized

coordinates and Hamilton's canonical equations, which con-

stitute the most pov7erful techniqms in mechanics. Is one

to say that there is a mechanics 'based on the laws of motion

and the conjugate forms which the laws define and that

there is another equivalent but mere poerful mechanics

basel upon limitations set by prime potency?

Further, while the notion of a quantity of

energy receives its basic forollation in mechanics, still

it is not retricted to mechanics. Thermodynamics con-

ceives heat as a form of enerw, -7thich it limits by a law

of conservation and a law that settles the direction of

its changes (Ibid., p. 214 ff.). N. Planck has worked out

Maxwell's electromagnetic equatioms by beginning from the

notion of energy (Ibid., 315 fÎ). The Hamiltonian functions

which represents total energy, has provided basic clues in

quantum mechanics (Ibid., pp 405, 145). There is the re—

lease and absorption of energy in chemical change, and
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there is th.: role of chlorophyll in eapturing the energy

of radiation. Do those facts rlifor to prime potancy as a

universal principle of limitation?

Again, there is an inertia of energy and there

is an equation relating mass and energy: Is one to relate

the inertial coefficient of mass to the prime potency it
;tag* AA/

informs, and to conceive massft a conjugate form,tro,im-

plicitly defined by the laws that relate masses to one

another?

Finally, there has been mggested a correla-

tion between tip expanding uni-verse a_nd the emergence of

additional energy. If this happens to become &scanted, is

it to be explained because latrine potency grounds both the

space-time continuum and the quantity- of.enorgy„ so that

an increase of' one involves an increase of the other?

Vit 'would seem desirable is a sinele coherent

answer to 411 tAqse questims such that prime potency

would be conceived as a ground of quantitative limitation

and general heuristic considerations -v,.ould relte quan-

titative limitation to the properties that scierice veri-

fies in 'the quantity it names energy.

0
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5.	 Potency and Finality

Being has been conceived heuristically as the

objective of the detached and disinterested desire to

know.and, e'er() precisely, as whatever is to be known by

intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation. This heuris-

tic notion has been found to underlie all our knowing, to

penetrate all conceptual contents, to go beyond them, to

provide a core for all meaning. We have now to formulate

a reciprocal notion of equal significance. For it is not

only our notion of being that is heuristic, that heads for

an objective that can be defined only in terms of the pro-

ceSs of knoving it, but also the reality of proportionate

being itsnlf exhibits a similar incompleteness and a simi-

lar dynamic orientation towards a completeness that be-

comes determinate only in the process of completion.

Just as intellectually patterned experience

heads towards insights and judgments, so potency heads to-

wards forms anl acts. Just as cognitional activity mounts

through acce,Illations of insights to higher viewpoints,

so objective process involves the information anl actuation

of prime potency only to uncover a residue of coincidental

manifolds and so mount through successive levels of high-

er systematization. Just as cognitional activity does not

know in advance what being is and so has to define it

heuristically as whatever is to be known by intelligent

grasp and reasonable affirmation, so objective process is

not the realization of some blue-print but the cumulation
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• of a conditioned series of things and schemes of recurrence

In accord 'with successive schedules of probabilities. Just

as cognitional aetivity is the becoming known of being, so

objective process is the becoming of proportionate being.

Indeed, since cognitional activity is itself but a part of

this universe, so its heading to being is but the particu-

lar instance in which universal striving towards being

becomes conscious and intelligent and reasoaable.

Such is the meaning we would attach to the

name finality. Accordingly, we do not mean by finality some

expedient of a lazy intelligence attempting to make amends

for the deficiencies in its account of efficient causality.

Much less do we man by finality some pull exerted by the

future on the present. By finality we refer to a theorem

of the same generality as the notion of being. This theor-

em affirms a parallelism between the dynamism of the mind

and the dynamism of proportionate being. It affirms that

the objective universe is not at rest, not static, not

fixed in the present, but in process, in tension, fluid.

As it regards present reality in its dynamic aspect, so

it affirms this dynamism to be open. As what is to be known

becomes determinate only through knowing, so , 'hat is to be

becomes determinate only through. its vein becoming. But as

present knowing is not just present knowing but also a

moment in process towards fuller knowing, so also present

reality is not just present reality but also a moment in

process to fuller reality,
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The objective greund or this open dynamism is

potency, For potency is what is tck be linown by intellect-

ually patterned experience of the enepirical residue, But

intellectually patterned experienee is dynamic: it is ex-

perience under some heuristic stract-ure that is derived

from the detached and disinterested desire to ienow6; it

is experience •ominated by that de-sire. And the dynamic

orientation of such experience no less than the experience

itself has its counterpbrt in proportionate being. Indeed,

since cognitional activity is itself but a part of this

universe, its striving to know being is but the intelli-

gent and reasonable part of a universal striving towards

being.

I have been indicating a parallel between in-

complete knoting heading towards fuller knowing and an in-

complete universe heading toviard.s fuller being, and now

I propose to employ the name, finnlity, to denote the ob-

jective member of the parallel. Against such usage, per-

haps, there -ill be complaints. The Lee einative will con-

tend that finality refers to pull exerted by the future

on the present. Abstrect deductivists will argue with

Scotus that finality should denote a neeessary property

of every possIble world, Concrete deductivists will argue.

with Spinoza that finality is just a mistake: as premisks

prove conclusions, so because birds /181r e wings they are

able to fly; as premises do not exist in order to prove

conclusions, so birds do not have wimp in artier to be

able to fly. Kentians will contend that finality is not

a law of nature but a maxim of thought, that it does not

7.a4
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reveal a constituent of things but regulates and orders

our knowledge of them. In simpler fashion positivists will

maintain that, since finality is known by understdMding,

it does not pertain to the "already out there now real",

The surviving advocates of scientific monism, finally,

will point out that there is no room in their universe

for all-pervasive notions such as being and finality, for

philosophy has nothing to add to science, and science

deals only vith tho precise concepts proper to particular

departments.

In brief, there are as many viers of rinalitr

as there are philosophies, nor is there any point to re-

peating here our reasons for the stand we have adopted.

Present concern has to be limited to working out the in-

plications of previous cOnclusions. Because the real is

being and being is INinatever is to be grasped by intelli-

gent grasp and reasonable affirmation, finolity vold not

be real if it were kno,en merely as a constituent of the

nalready out there now". Again, because welIwe conceived

metaphysics as the integral heuristic structure of propor—

tionate being, so we must restrict in similar fashion our

consideration of finality. Latly, since amllytic prin-

ciples differ from analytic propositions by the addition

of judgments of feet, our leeoledge of proportionate being

and so oiTr .311(r1(idi;e of finality is knowledge of what in

fact is so. Accordingly, our question of finality is simply

a question of correctly understanding a fact.
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Basically, then, finality is the dynamic aspect

of the real. To ffirm finality is to disagree with the

Eleatic necation of cnge. It in to deny that this uni—

verse is inert, sttic, finished, complete. It is to affirm

movement, fluidity, tension, approximativeness,

ness. It is an affirmation that may turn out to have lm—

plicatIons for he future, but such Implications are a

further quelon, for finality is an affirmation of fact

and fact pertains not to the future but to th7: present and

to the past. Finally, the fact In question cannot be dmied

outrightly, for our knowing is an event in the universe,

and it is not inert, static, finished, complete; on the

contr.,lry, in so far as our experience is patterned Intell-

ectually, our knowing is in process; it consists in setting

questions for intelligence, meeting them by insights, rais-1

ing further questions to elicit further insights, shifting

to c	 al reflection aml judgTent only to shift back to

further Inquiry that 'dill need the cotltrol of further criti-

cal reflection.

Secondly, finality means not merely dynamism but

directed dynamism. It neither denies nor minimizes such

facts as entropy, cataclesm, the death that follows every .

birth, the e:fti3 tion that threatens every survival. It 	.

offers no oinion on the ultimate fate of the universe. But

it insists that the nerative picture is not th:3 whole pic-

ture, For it knows proportionLte being as oonstituted by

explanatory genera and species of central and co;Augate

potencies, forms, tald acts. It knows that Ntenqr stands
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in name dynamic direction torards form, that form stands

In none dynamic direction to act, that co:Ilcidentel mani—

folds of act stand in come connection with potencrj to

11111er form Just v:loht that dynaaic dirction may prove

to be, is a further question. But at least in some sense,

dynarlic direction is to be arfirmed. For potency, form)

and act constILIt9 a unity; potency is presupposed and

coin A.ementc-1 by form: form is presupposed and corplemented

by act; and these relations of presuppocitlon and comple—

mentation involve some directing of potency towards form

and of form tcv_rds

Thirdly, the directed dynamism of finality is

not deductivist, for deductivism is a mistake. Accurate

predittpons are possible, but their possibility rests on

the survival of schemes of recurrence; that survi'val is

not necesst,,ry tat probable; rd rhile probability excludes

systematic divergence from ideal frequencies, it does not

exclude non—systematic divergence. 	 •

Fourthly, the directed dynamism of finality

Is ant determimte in the more obvious meaniIrs of that

term. It is not !leaided to some dotel.minate individual or

species or genus of proportionate being. On the contrary,

de essential mining of finality 13 that it roes beyond

such determinations. Potency- heads to form, but it also

heads beyond it to act; and it heads beyond act to coin-

cidental manifolds of acts and, through them, to higher

forms and hicher coincidental manifolds of acts. Finality

goes beyond the myriad individualities of the lowest genus

to the fewer Individualities of hicher genera, and it goes
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beyond those fewer fildividualities in perpetual cycles

of change, Finality goes beyond lower genera and species

to hi, her genera and species and, if it is halted at some

genus, the halt reveals not finality but the limitations

Which it endeavors to transcend. Even if one cares to

assert that finality can go no hight-er thnn man, it is

clear enoqgh that manis unrestricted desire to cow pro-

vides concrete evidence that the alleged maximum of possi-

bility is not the maximum of aspiration.

Fifthly, the directed 47namism of finality

is an effectively probable realization of possibilities.

For potency is an objective possibility of form; form is

an objective possibility of act; acts are an objective

possibility of higher forms and higher acts. The realiza-

tion of these possibilities is effctively probable, for

on the slApposition of sufficient nuiebeT's and sufficiently

long intervals of time, tho realization of any possibility

can be assured.

Sixthly, this directed dynamism is realistic.

It reults from the claseical laws that rest on forms,

from the statistical Law:: that rest ON acts, from the emer-

gent process tilet rests on potency, It is not a contrivance

added to an lAcolveterit universe to cake it work but an

unfolding of its immment implications that is bound to

work. Men are apt to judi7e the universe by anthropomorphic

standards. They look for the efficiency of their machines,

the economy of their use of materials and power, the

security of their comprehensive plans, the absence of
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disease awl death, of violence and pain, of abuse and

repression, that reflects the desires arr7:! the aspirations

of their hearts. But hemaa utopias are paper schenes. They

postulate in the universe nre perfect materials than

those with which it builds. Th-rsi suppose that Cro building

can be some extrinsic activity apart from the universe it—

self. They forget that they themselves and all their

great achievements and all their still greater hopes and

dreams are but by-proclucts of the universe in its proper

expansinn in !ccord with its proper latelligibilitY.

5ev,mthly, finaelity is universal. It is nn

less the sadness of failure thon the Joy of success. It is

to be discerned no less in finlbe starts and Ln break—doims

than in stability and progress. It is as much the meaning

of aberration and corruptinn and decline as of sanity and

honesty and development. For firpdity is an immanent in—

telligibility operating through the effective probability

of possibility. Effective probability makes MD pretence

to provide an aseptic universe of chronic anel plastic. Its

trials will outnumber far its successes, but the trials

are no less part of the program than the successes. Again,

in human affairs, finality does not undertake to man the

world along the lines of a kindergarten; it does undertake

to enligten men by allowim their actions to have their

consequences that by this cumulative heaping of evidence

men may learn; aal if one tribe or culture, one nation or

civilization, does not learn, finality pill not stoop to

coaxing and pie ading; it lets things take their course
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that eventually tribes and nations, cultures. and civiliza-

tions, may reach the degree of intelligent and rational

consciousness necessary to carry forward the task of

finality in transcending limitations.

Eighthly, finality is nuanced. It is not

some single simple-minded formula. It is as ceincrete, as

differentiated, 11, various, as are the multitudinous beings

of this world.	 has its limitations, its incompleteness,

its dynamic aspect, its tension, its thrust towards a

fuller future. Just as the notion of being underlies all

other contents, and penetrates them an1 goes beyond them,

so too does finality underlie arid penetrate ana head be-

yond each being that in fact is.

Ninthly, finality is flexible, There is the

routine process of the universe and throughout it the same

classical and statistical laws obtain, Mut routine process

is not a rule without exceptions, There also are changes

of state; throughout sueh changes the same classical laws .

obtain, but statistical laws undergo modification. Nor are

'changes of state without their significance, for they pro-

vide in the long run for the occurrence of emergent trends

that begin from one set of classical lam and end with the

verifiability of another. Again, the emergent trend is it-

self flexible. Just as the same lesson can be taueht in

different manners, just as the same discovery can be made

in different ways, so too the emtergaat process from potency

to higher forms may follow different routes. Of this the

clas s ical illustration is H. Drieschts experiments with

embryonic sea urchins for, as he found, violent distor-

tions of the early course of cell division were compensated  

••••••••n,•*,*•••-•-•n•••73n•••••••n"-)
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by later and opposite departures from normal ievelopment.

Finally, aE it seems, there is the major flexibility that

arises when new coincidetital combinations provide the

matorials for now species and new genera of higher sys-

temization.

We have worked out a notion of  ftnality that

attributes to the universe of proportionate being a

directed dynamism that parallels the heuristic structure

of inquiry and reflection. It is a vim that squares with

our conception of metaphrsics, For if we haw appealed to

the three levels of our knowing to distlnguish potency,

form, and act, If ve have appealed to individuality and

similarity to distinguish central aryl conjurqe forms, if

re have appealed to higher viewpoints to set up explana-

tory genera and species, if we have found ta potency a

principle of limitation, we also must reconnize in heuris-

tic strueture itself a clTle to the noturo of the universe

proportionate to our capacities to keow. At the root of

all heuristic structure is the detached hnd dIeinterested.

desire, and so at the root of universal process we have

affirmed a directed dynamism. The pure desire heads for

an objective that becomes kno,en only throuch Its own un-

folding in understanding and judcment, anl v71 the dynamism

of universal process is directed, not to a generically,

specifically, or individually determinate goal, but to

whatever becomes determinate through the process itself

in its effctively orobatae realization of its possibili-

ties. Finally, as our notion of metaphysics imvolves not
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only a major premist affirming an isomornhism between
Ad

knowing and known and a principal minor premisp,affirm-

ing the stnuctere of knoring but also subsidiary minor

premises sInplied by empirical science and common sense,

so our affirmaqon of finnlity rests not simply on an

a oriori parallel but on that parallel as supported by

vat runes of fact. For our knowing might be much as it

is, though the universe 'ere otherwise inert, static,

finished, complete, or dynamic but undirected, or dynamic

and directed by deductivist necessity, or dynamic and

directed rrturally or artificially to come determinate

goal. But the fact is that this universe is not static

but dynamic, not undirected but directed, not dedectivist

nor inflexible but the effectively probable realization

of its own possibilities.

There remains a final point. Is it potency

or form or act that provides the objective ground of

finality? The ans'aer is not doubtful, if finality is the

direction immanent in the dynamism of the real. For the

real is dynaaic inasmuch as it is incomplete, inasmuch as

it is less than it can be. But act constitutes ita aahieve-

ment; form determines what that achievement is; oily in

potency can one discern the nrinciple that refers deter-

minate achievement to some indeterminate betterment.

It follows that potency is a tension of

opposites. As ze have seen, it is the ground of universal

limitation; as we have just added, it is the ground of the

finality that carries proportionate being ever beyond
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actual lini tctions. fior,72ver, this does not mean thu.t

potency is a contradictory notion, for comtrwliotion a—

rie o(ily Then mutually exclusive prelicAlte.s are cttri-

buted to the same ol.joct under ttk..1 sLme	 vnt. In

Doti..mcy there aro	 st the two L.F,' pr? t or its nropr

contribution to the c'onstitutiort of pro loitionf.!te boini

and, on Lh..) oLr halld, its relts,tion to tirli) other contri—

buttons	 an.-1 act. The proper contr1huti7m	 ootenIcy

is linith.lion. But the relation of potency to tive otitor

contriloottons is genc-al and indeterminate) yet dyaanic

and directed towards sun contributions. It fi the ia-

dotermina.ey of that directed dynamism that makes potency

the principle or ti'lo terAeney to transcend limitations.

3 s, tih	 c

tAry7 opiv ?

A
w

eteTri)&4101(tt4.)(9,

bristly. if 'we have exp1aine4	 ve paean

by tinalitqf	 nv not be out of place to idd what inta

do not mown,Th Chaptor XIX the qupetiori of efficiont

tire. final eal.itmlity wi11 be rained. But olar proesonb

eouuktmw concern is not vith Duel extrirmloo (mused

but vith the immanent constituents of proportionate

Aceordincly, if any res.der wishoei the, Aristoiolipatt

mrallei to 01Ir finalitya he Nfill find it not

Aristotaole i\ nor in his	 but in htn fti/ris.

For finnlity in not prtlekpAps plotup 	alt2 larivaktnit

was it in totla 11,9.1m. gt4j it th ;A-minim 

lia 12. la sum fate tiara
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The liotiolLer Develot_u_ltne

Because the notion of development is peculiarly

subject to the distorting influence of coenter-positions,

our account of lneirht as activity made no attemet to

discess the nature of genetic method. This omission has

now to be remedied ad, perhaps, the sieqdest orocedure

vill be to beffin by Ftatiag and illuetrating the prin-

ciples of development.

First, there is the vlready familiar principle

of emerg-nce. Otherrie:,e coincidental manifolds or lower

con,iugete icts invite the higher intogretion effected by

higher coejlente forms. Thus, in our account of explana-

tory gerf, ciel.lieal elements and compounds are higher

integratons c).' otherwise coincidental manifolds of sub-

atomic evontst oreunisms are higher integrations Of other-

wise coincidental manifolds of chemical processes; sensi-

tive consciousness is a hirher inteeration of otherwise

coincidental manifolds of changes in neural tiseues; and

accuriulating insights are higher integrations of otherwise

coincidental manifolds of ima!!,es or of data.

Secondly, there is the principle of correspon-

dence. Significantly different underlying manifolds re-

quire different hieher integrat!ons. Thus, the chemical

elements differ by atomic numbers and atomic weights, and

those differences are grounded in the underlying manifold.

Different aggregates of aggregates of chemical processes

involve different organisms. Neural events in the eye and

IMO
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in the e call forth different conscious emeriences.

Different 1L:.ta lead to different theories. It is true,

of course, tit not every difference in th.e underlying

manifold dmaands a different integrv.tionl the same kind

of atom can have sub!vtomic components at difTerent energy

levels; the mime kind of organism admits differences of

size, shape, weight; similarities of cluracter and t;empera-

ment are conpatible, probably enough, with neural differ-

ences; an the mme theory c4an be reached from different -

data. Accordingly, the principle of corresrmndence enjoys

a measure of floxibility; -within limits th9 sme higher

integration will svtematize differing manifolds; the

point to the principle is that these limits exist anl that

to transgress them is to eliminate the higioc.r

Thirdly, th,ere	 the princinle of finality.

The uri(lrilytng rmnifold is an upwardly but indeterminately

directed dynamism towards ever fuller realination of

being. Any actial roali2ation will pertain to some d-Aer-

minate genus anti species, but this very determinacy is

limitation, aml every limitation is to fimnlity a harrier

to be transcended.

There follows at once a distinction between

static and dynamic hidier integrations. every higher in-

tegration systematizes an othemise coincirhatal manifold,

but the systmatization may be effected in two different

manners. It is st;itic when It dominates the loTer mani-

fold rith coimplete success arA thereby brings about a

notable imperviousness to change. Thus, the inert gases
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look coinvidental mftni_folls of sub*utomic events in

remarkably permanent rlutines. On th..? other hand, the

higher inteiTtion is dynamic wITom it is not content

to systomal_ze tililnlerly-ing manifold. but keips adding

to it and molifytng it until, by the principle of corres.

pondence, the exiFting, integratfon is e1im1n;24te4 and, by

the principle of emer4onces a ner integration is intro.

duced.

Fourthly, then, there is the principle of

development itself. It is the linked sequence of dynamic

higher intecratIons./Ln initial coincidental ma7lifold is

systematized and nmairied by a hirher integraton so as

to call forth a second; th-e second leads to a third; the

third to a fourth % E-na so on, until the possibilities

of lovelopmmt alow a:given line are exhbusted and the

relative stability of tvturity is reached.

Fifthly, the course of development is marked

by an InerePsing explanatory difTerentiation. The initial

integmt.lon in th.: initial manifold pertains to a deter-

minate genus	 species;' still, e:mlusiVe attention to

the data on the initial stage v,oA.d yield little knowledge

and less under Landing of the relevant genus and species.

What is to be know' by- understanding, is wilt is yet to

come, what may be preent virtually or not,Iltially but,

as yet, is not prenent rormally or actually. Accordingly,

If one attends simply to t:rte data on each successive tage

of a development, one finds that the initial integration

can be understood mnly- in a generic fashion, that subsequent
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integrols ara- Increazingly specific intelligibilities,

that the sv?eific latellirible differentiation of the

u1tinati:1	 wttained is generated in the process from

the Initial stEge, Thus, initial single cells of different

organisms admit material differences, for waniae, in the

nuNber of chromosomes, but their functioning doos not ex-

hibit differmacias ti:Lit are comparable to the Lter differ-

ences in functioning. kain, men of widely difforomt

temperament and charctor her-an, as infnts, from inrttances

of sensitive consciousness that not only were remarkably

similar but also remarkably undifferentiated; there 1Nere

sensat ons but perceptiveness was undeveloped; there was

notaing to ITIMelTber and pccers of imaOnatima rere latent;

affcts ware .;lobial affairs of elementary types; ard

skills wove liultad to walling. Finally, intellectual

developm,nit h	 its roots in the detached awl disinterest-

ed desire t2 kn-rN:. but the mere Aesire is not knol,ledge

ofanytning; it will load to highly diffo antiated struc-

tures that are astories of logic, mathematics, natural

science, common BEMS°, philosophy, and human science; but

those intelligible differentiations are yet to come, and

they come only in and through the process of development.

Sixthly, the course of develo,ment is capable

of ninor fleclbili..ty ina:much as it can pursue the same

ultimate goal along different mites. In other rords, the

initial vr-lifoLdlwith its material differences tiewigh it

cam evoke no moire thon the initial integration none the

loss suffices to determine what the ultimate goal is to bee
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In virtue of this detqrmination, tfts course of development

can yiel't to cirowstances and so follow any of a set of

alterm.tive 1Lnke,1 secuences. Thus, a norlal c ea urchin can

r3sult from an embryo subjected to dtorting presseres;

psychic health c,e1 be due to untutored snonta-eity or to

the ministrations of the psychiatrist; the same science

can be taught successfelly In accord with different methods,

and the same discovery can be made in different manners.

Seventhly, the course of develo-m-.et is

caoable or a maior flxibility that consists in a wlift

or modification of ti ultimte ohjective. In biology

this is the fa-iliar fact of adaptation; in de-,th psycholo-

gy it my be illuftrated by sublimation: in cognitional

activity it apnea's in tell mahnw 1n 7:tiCh inquirars,

often eneughvbegin from one probleim only to 1'014 them-

selves by the loric of issues forced to ewage in the

solution of another.

ILjor flexibility appears to coeflict with

minor flexitility, for the former involves a shift in the

objective while the latter rests on the fixity of the ob-

jective. However, this difference is merely descriptive.

In minor flexibility, there is at work the determination

of the development that rests on the initial manifold.

This determintion exhibits potency as the ground of limi-

tation. But potency is also the ground of finality, and

from this viewpoint it heads to ever fuller realizations.

Moreover, a higher integration is characterized only

partially by its systematization of am underlying manifold;
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on an adequate account, it is the emergence of a solution

to the compound problem of systematizing a coincidental

manifold in a given milieu or context; and this solution

consists u	 t of corijucate forms that are related not

only to one another within the integration but also to

other instzeices of the svne type oateide the intvration,

In the light of the forego.lng considerations,

a development may be defined as a flexible, linked sequence

of dynamic and increasingly differentiated higher integra—

tions that meet the tensien of successively tr4nsformed

underlying manifnlJa through successive applications. of

the principles of correspondence and emergence. However,

lest this prove a mere jumble of wordsp.let us add to

the illustration of parts of thce defiuition a few illus—

tratons oC the whole.

As there are stable chemical elements,

t. hat block the road to development, so too there are un-

stable elements that oily form compounds. The coTpounds

in turn may bo noee or less unstable, and vast aggregates

of them provide a coincidental rsrlifold of processes that

in the cell is made systematic. The cell, henever, sets up

not a static but a dynamic integration, It is over in-

tussuscepting fresh materials	 extruding others that

have served their purpose, Nor is it content merely to

maintain the balance of this process, but heads towards

the duplication of its dynamic patterns and then it divides.

Such
a 
divisionmay be an instance of reproduction or of

growth. In the former case, there is the multiplication
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of life in different instances. In tha letter case, there

is development. Higher integrzln is on tin move, for

growth in not merely al increase in built but also an

Increase In differentiation: the initial manifold is sub—

jected progressively to ever mmre intricate arrangements

and patterns; the principle of correseonAence repeated-

ly forces out earlier integratons and, on each occasion,

the principle of emergence evokes a Tore definitely

differentiated integration. Eventually, full intelligible

differentiation is reached, and development yields place

to maturity. Inasmuch aE the goal of the genetic sequence

Is fixed by the initial manifold, only oaks from acorns

grow. But tn large numbers of iastances and over long

periois of time, there is art effective probability of

different initial manifolds and so of diverse otjoctivres

for genetic sequences. However, the attainrmnt of sucln

objectives is conditioned by the prior existence of a

suitable envronrent, and inversely environments change

cumulatively with the addition of each new type of organ—

Ism. There follows a problem of the environment to be

solved by a phylogenetic sequence of different organisms

such that each earlier member both can.survive in a less

—developed and can contribute to a more developed enviroa

ment. In turn, this solution supposes the possibility of

major flexibility, for each earlier member has to emarge

in one kind of environment yet, if it is to survive, must

be able to adapt successively to the cumuLetive changes

produced by later arrivals. Finally,, there is to be reached
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a partial transcendence of envirormemt in tho animal

that develops in the shelter of the egg or iamb, that

enjoys parental care, that can move about from one place

to another, that is equipped to coatIrit or to conquer foes.

As there is orranico so also thr7Ire is psychic

development. As the orranism in it growth has to assemble

and arran41 its rultitudinous cells, so the animal in its

development has to include the cemesis and patterned dis-

tribution of neural tissues. As t}19 differentiation of

material organs groilnds a sequence of integmt ons of

intelligible oranic functions, so neural difrerentiatim

and structure provid4 a material basis for a sequence of

increasingly complex forms of sensitive consciousness.

As it is not in the plant but in t_he animal that the full

potentialities of organic diversity a re realized, so it

is not in the ahimal but in man thatt the full notentiali-

ties of a richly diverse and highly integrated sensitive

OnSejOUSTIOSS are attained.

In the single cell there seems to be the

irritability that in a generic arid highly rudimentary

fashion foreshadows the later sensitivity of touch. But

it is a potentiality thet the pint neglects and the ani-

mal exploits. Moreover, such exploitation moves in two

different directions. The multipaication of particularized

nerve endings grounds a possibilitimpf increasingly differ-

entiated sensible impressions and sensitively guided com-

ponents of movements. The mounting hierarchy of nierve

centers grounds the possibility of over more notable in-,

tegratins of impressions and over more diversified
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coordinations of response. Without the rods and clnets,

there is MD seeing. Without the brain, there is no center

o whi ch external influences converge ad there is no base

frmn which integrated responses emanate. The two types

of develnpment are complementary, and if animals surpass

man in lc-eel:mess of sense or agility of movement, man sur-

passes them	 povners of integra.L on.

fioYever, neural development merely supplies the

underlzrirw ma.Alrold for psy,.hic development. The latter is
Ka4.44-

conditioned by the former but it consistsi145,tx in neural

tislAles nor- in neural cnnfigurations nor in neural events A
-)

but in a sequence of increasingly differetiated and

inteted sets of capacities for perceptiveness, for

aggressive or affective response, for memory, for imagina-

tive projects, and for skilfully and economically executed

perforrmnce. While the capacities have a basis in some

neural counterpart of association, still the distinction

betweem the two is emphasized by the difference between

the noanal single integration of capacities and the ab-

normaldty of multiple personality in which a single in-

dividuea exhibits at different times quite different to-

tegratiAas of different perceptive, associative, emotive,

conativo, and operative characteristics. Jut au the single

cell is so datrated as to head towards a duplication of

its dyinmic lattern and a consequent division, so in a

fashion that is not altwether different, the higher tm-

tegratim of sensitive consciousness can so interact with

its neural basis as to generate different and incompatible

integrati ons•
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Perhaps because animal consciousness is dominated

by biological purpose, its development is more conspicuous

in a. comparison of different an.imals than in contrasts

between the behavior of the young and the mature member

of the same species, in the effects of tra-'iAing, and in

experimentally provoked and chart ed instances of learning.

In any case, it is in man that there are to be observed

the greatest diversities of perceptiveness, of imaginative

power, of nuanced affects, and of acquired skills. The

generic consciousness of the infant becomes differentiated

in the process of sensitive livinz at home„ in 5;010(11, at

work, and the traditional laws of the development are the

power of exarmle and the maxim that practice makes -perfect.

However, the relatively- recent science of depth

psychology has thrown a great deal of 11;zht upon the sub-

ject, and it hardly will be amiss to indicate that our

definition of development serves to supply a single scheme

that unites otherwise unrele.,ted principles,. Thus, the

notion of finality br Ings tog etheT Freud' s wish fulfil-

ment, his somewhat ambiguous sublimation, and Jung's

archetypal symbols. The unconscious neural basis neither

means nor wishes in the proper seises of those terms, for

both meaning and wishing are cons.cious activities. But

the unconscious neural basis is an upwardly directed dynam-

ism seeking fuller realization, first, on the proximate

se...nsitive level and, secondly, beyond its Limitations on

hil;her artistic, dramatic, philosophic, cultural, and•

religious levels. Hence, it is that insight into dream

0
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symbols and associated images and affects reveals to the

psychologist a grasp of the anticipations and virtualities

of higher activities immanent in the underlying unconscious

manifold.

A similar phenomenon on a different level is

offered by Freud's super-eigo; within consciousness, it is

a compound of preceptive syMbols aril submissive affects;

by its finality it anticipates, by its subordination it

reflects, by its obsessive an expansive tenlencies it

caricatures, the judgments of rational c-nesciousness on

the conduct of a rational being.

A gain, the censor is neither an agent nor

an activity but simply a Law or rule of the 1nter4rela-

tions between successive levels of integration; the con-

structive censorship is th.1 admission into consciousness

of elements that enter into the higher integration; the

repressive censorship is the exclusion from consciousness

of elements that the Iligbor integration cannot assimilate;

the analyst that ittertpts a retrospective education of

his patient is engacol in enlarging potentialities for in-

tegration; and tho resistance offered by the patient is

a by-product of the hir,hf.)r integration putting its own

twist on what it can assimilate and circumventing what

it cannot..

Finally, there are three general principles

relevant to the possibility of Freud's embryology of

sensitive sexual phenomena with their successive stages

and their consequent dangers of arrested development,  

0 0
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perversion, and retrogressiom. The first principle is

that a developing integration moves from the generic

to the specific. The -,econd is that integration cannot

precede the unfolding of its unierlying manifold; just as

the accuul;Aion of insights follows the successive pre-

sentations of relrevant data, so psychic integration has

to follow -thi states of development of the organic and

neural basis. The third principle is that, so to speak,

the dagreesof freedom of the sensitive integration de-

crease as one moves from the hdghest nerve centers towards

the pe,rticularized nerve endir4s; hence one can imagine

as one pleases but one cannot both be normal and see as

one pleases, It follms that the psychic side of sexual

development vi11 be from the generic to the specific, that

it will divide into sttiges imposed by somatic development,

that the successive sensitive integrations have to meet

increasingly determinate neural demands, and that to meet

these demands they must imitate, not the artist or mathe-

matician or philosopher following wot the logic of ore-

vious positions, but the scientist or man of common sense

attenlini, -orilicipally to ever larger fields of quite

determinate data,

Trm principal illustraVon of the notion of

development is, of course, human intelltence. Another-

Wise colamidental manifold of data or images *941,1ntegrated

by insights: the effort to formulate systematically what

is grasped by insight or, alternatively, the effort to act

upon it gives rise to further questions, directs attention  

o )        
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to further data, leads tcit the emergence of further insights,

and so the cycle of development begins another turn. For

If one gives free rein to the dotached and disinterested

desire to know, further questions keep arising. Insights

accumulate 171to viewpoints, &nd lower vievipoints yield

to higher vicv,points If images are the sole basis of

the movemnt, th0 develops logic; if images serially

related to facts form the basis, the development is mathe-

matical; if data in their bearing o).1 hnlIall living deter-

mine th;e circle, there develops comon sense; if data in

their relations to one another are onets concern, there

develops empirical scieace; finally, if one attends to

the circle of develoemmt itself and to the structure of

what can be knom of pr( orti)nate being, the ievelopment

is philosophic. In each of tnese fields, as in orranie

growth and in the unfolding of the psyche, development is ad

flexible, linked sequ,ence of dyntreic anl increasingly

differetiated higher integrations that most th tension

of successively transformed underlying manifolds through

successive apolications of the principles of correspon-

dence	 of enrgence.

LA_
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7.	 Genetic Met,hcod

In our study of instht as activity, we were

able to indicate the hehristic structures and procedures

of classical and of statistica method. But Nthile we

employed genetic method in NitlininE M19 development of

mathematics, of natural science, and of comp= sense,

still we were forced to refrain from explaining what

precisely we wiry() doing, To rermty this 4efect, to remeel

the heuristic significance of the notion of developments

and to prepare our statenert of.the interal heuristic

structure that we have namel metaphysics, attention mmst

now be irectod to genetic method. First, we shell offer

our own c,;nt of the matter: secondly we shall clarify

this account by contrasting it with other views.

As classical method anticipates an unspeci-

fied correlation to be specified, an indeterminate func-

tion to be determined, so geretAc method finds its heur-

istic notion in development, In the plant there is the

single development of Utl organism; in tha animal there

is the trofold development of tiv) orcanism and the psyche:

in man there is the th.reefold development of the organism,

the psyche, and intellirence.Let us make this general

statement more precise by recasting it in our metaphysical

tenms.

0
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First, then, in any plant, animal, or man,

there is to be affirmed an individual, existing unity.

By central potency it is individual; by central form it

is a unity, identity, shole; by central act it:is existent.

Secondly, besides central potency, form, and

act, there are conjugate pot,incies, forms, and acts.

Moreover, tho central potency, formond act are con-

stants throughout the development; it is the same individ-

ual and existing unity that develops organicelly, psychic-

ally, intellectually; and so development is to be formula-

ted in terms of conjugate potency, form, and act,

Thirdly, conjugate acts are occurrences,

events, functioning. 8uch are th-3 organic acts of in-

tussusception, assimilation, excretion, the psychic

acts of perception, conativIt response, the intellectual

acts of insight Ltn formlation, reflective understanding

and judgment. Further, such acts are recurrent and their

recurrence exhibits a. regularity that establishes the

relevance of schemes of recurrence. But the regularitY

In question lacks the fixed and rigid periodicity of the

planetary system and, indeed, if the functioning of the

organism, the psyche, or intelligence is to be understood,

one must think not or some single scheme of recurrence but

rather of a flexible circle of ranges of schemes, For the

same organism, thcl same psychic habits an dispositions,

the same intellectual development result in widely differ-

ent optraatnns un(ler different conditions and in accord

.-

0
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with. different circumstances.

Fourthly, conjugate rorms are implicitly

defined by empirically estab1ishd explanatory correla-,

tier's. Now just as the conjugate form, mass, was reached

by lq-erton, inasmuch as he reduced. Kepler's planetary scheme

of recurrence to his abstract lams of motion and gravita-

tion, so also the conjugate forms of the organism, the

psyche, an 7. intEllig,;:mce are to be.discovered by pro-

ceeding from the schemes of organics psychic , and in-

tellectual recurrence to the undarlying correlations. In

both cases, one first discerns a regularity or events and

then advances to the abstr.ct relation that 1) is veri-

fied in th.=i events, 2) implicitly defines tiv *3x.olanatory

specification of -the events, and 3) fixes by their rela-

tions to one another the conjugate forms. In-versely, once

correlations are known, it is possible to vork out lists.

of possi.b1,:; schemes or recurrence; from Nevtonls lavs

one can proceed to Laplace' s account of planetary; period-

icity; from an understanding of the organist, one can con-

clude to its behavior un-ler given circunistartces; from a

synthetic account of insiht. one mu set up the procedures

of •h• raatilvriatician, the natural scientist, and the mean

of comon sense.

Fifthly, the fc,regoing parallel is high-

ly abstract. It rests on the connection between formula-

tion and judgment, law and event, conjugate form and con-

jugate act. But far more conspicuous than the parallel,

there are the differences betvveen physics and, on the 

.s.v.n.branSatr.IsPaiitelltrav. 
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other hand, biology, psychology, and intellectual theory.

Reguler physical events are apt to recur in some single,

determinete scheme, But organic, psychics and intellectual

events aee recurrent, not in single schemes, but in

flexible circles of ranees of schenes. Nor is this all.

There is the fact of development. In the course of time

the conjuga'ee forms advance from generic indeterminacy

towards a specific perfection. Conconitantly the flexible

circle of schemes of recurrence both thins aid expands.

Operetions that initially were impossible or extremely

aWkvard and inefficient become possible, seontaneous,

economical, rapid, and effective. MaSS98 and electric

charges, etoms and molecules, ere ettically systematic:

their pee'oreence is not a functien of their age; there

is not a rhfferent law of gravitateen for each succeeding

century, In contrast, organic, psychic, and intellectual

development involves a succession of stages; and in that

succession the previously impossible becomes possible and

the previously awkward and difficult becomes a ready

routine. The infant can neither walk or talk, and once we

all were intents. Hence, where the pllysicist or chemist

is out to determine single sets of conjugate forms and

conseeuent schemes of recurrence, the bielogist or psy-

chologist or intellectual theorist is out to determine

genetic sequences of conjugate forms and consequent se-

quences of flexible circles of schemes of recurrence.

Sixthly, there follows the outstanding differ-

ence betkeeen classical and genetic method. Classical method

0      

0
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is concerned to reduce reguler events to laws. Genetic

method is cencerned with sequences in which correlations

and regularities change. Accordingly, the principal ob—

ject of genetic method is to master the sequence itself,

to understand the elevelopment and thereby to proceed

from the correlations anl regularities of one stage to

those of the next. If a mathematical illustration is

helpful and not too much out of place, one might say

that genetic method is concerned with a sequence of

operators that successively generate furfter fenctions

from an initial function.

Ceventhly, as the heuristic aesumption of

classical method is the indeterminate f Action to be

determined, so the heuristic assumption of genetic method

lies in the notion of development. Again, as classical

me thod lntnrminls its functiens both by the particular

procedures of measuring ald curve—fitting and by the

general procedures of invoking differential equations and

principles of invariance and equivalence, so also genetic

method determines the course of a development by the

scissors—like action of both particular and general pro—

cedures .

The general procedures are implicit in the

notion of development itself. As has been mentioned al—

ready, a development is from generic indeterminacy to-

wards specific perfection. Because of the initial generic

indeterminacy, all organic functioning increases in

similarity as one mounts to its early stages. Inversely,

7$7
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because of the increasing specific perfection, psychic

develoment is a matter of chnracter becoming set,

temperament fixed, sd1ls accveired ani perfcected. Both

the acorn and t..1 oak are alive: both the infant and

the adult perceive and respond; but there are vast differ.

ences between the earlier ani the later living and per-

ceiving, and the differences consist in transitions from

generic potentiality to specific determinetioa.

Deridet this general direction of develop-

ment there also is its general mode of operation. The

sequence of conjugate forms is a secflenee of hlgher iri.

tegrations of otherwise coincidental lower manifolds of

events. This sequence is intelligible inasmuch. ar each

successive higher integration modifies the lower man/fol.:3

it systematizes MD as to call north the next higher tr .

togration in the sequence. This, if the lov,e)r manifold

of events nay be identified wilth conilgate potency, the

mode of operation of development is a circular interaction

of pot)ncy, for, and act. In the coincidental manifold

there eiTer	 eorresponding conjugate forms; in accord pith

the conjugate fonts there recur operations in accord with

the flexible circle of ranges of schemes made possible

and effeective by the norms; from the operatfoas there

result, not only the higher sytematization or the lower

manifolds but also its transformation into the materials

for the next higher integration in the sequence,

Besides the general direction of develop-

ment an its general mode of operation, them is the

third general consideration of the field in *Ohl it (news.

IM"`"-
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In metaphysical terms, this field may be described as the

finality, the upwardly directpm dynamism, of proportionate

being. But in terms of thG: implici,tions of scientific

method, thl field may be described more precisely as a

generalized emeri:elt probability.- It is emergent proba-

bility that supplies the initial colncidental manifolds of

events in which the higher conjugate forms emerge. It is

emergent probability that provides the compound con-

ditioned series siftwitm of things and)chemes of r,xurrence

such that the dove:Loping organism or psyche or intelli-

gence rill have an environment in which it cHi function

successfully. It is with respect to this field of emer-

gent probability tilat the genetic sequence enjoys a two-

fold flexiility, a. minor flexibility that reaches the

same goal along difTereat routes, and a major flexibility

that shifts the goal in adaptation to environmental

change. lk:It only-do conjugate forms emerge in coincident-

al Manifolds of lower events; not only do flexible circles

of schemes of recurrence result from the conjugate forms;

but also oporations in accord with the schemes 1) are

lined with occurrelices outside the organism, the psyche,

the intelligence, 2) effect the higher systematization of

the lover chemical, neural, or psychic manifold, and 3) so

transform the lower manifold as to evoke the emergence of

the next conjugate forms that will yield new schemes that

will enable the developing subject to function in its en-

vironment towards still further development.

Besides the nregoing determinations of

development in general, there are the special character-
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/sties of the simple development of the mranisms the

twofold developnent in the animal,andt,threelold

develollment in mum. The physicist cannot retch laws of

nature considering only differential equations and prin-

ciples of invariance and equivalence; he mast also invoke

the more concrete techniques of measuring and curve-fitting.

Similarly, the biologist, the psychologists and the in-

tellectual theorist have to operate not only in the light

of a general notim of development but also in accord

with more specialized directives.

In this connections our first observation

must be negative, The extraordinary success of the phys-

ical sciences naturally enough led investigators of the

organism, tLi,! osyclia, and intelligences to a servile

rather than an intAlligent adoption of the successful

procedures. In physics and chemistry, measuring is a

basic technique that takes inquiry from the relations of

things to our senses to their relations to one another.

But when one ununts to the higher integrations of the or-

ganism, the psyche, and int.s.11igence, one rinds that

measuring loses both in significance and in. efficacy. It

loses in significance, for the higher integration iš,

within limits, independent of the exact quantities of the

lower manifold it systematizes. Koreover,the higher the

integration, the greater the independence of lower quan-

tities, so that ths) meaning of one's dreams is not a

function of one' s veighto and one's ability in mathe-

matics does not vary with one's height. Besides this loss
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In significance, there is *also a loss in efficacy, Class-
Leal 171 e t h ad can select among, the functions that solve

differential equations by appealing to measurements and

empirically established curves, 'that the differential

equation is to clas:Acal method, the general notion of

development is to genetic metilod But vbile the differ-

ential equation is mathematical, the general notioxi of

development is not, It follows that while measurome.nt

Is an efficacious technique for finding br5un(la.ry condi-

tions that restrict differential equations, it possesses

no assignable efficacy when it comes to porticularizing

the general notion of developrmen.t,
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7.2 Organic Develomnte

How, then, is a concrete instance of develop-

ment to be investigated? One has to follow the lead of

the successful scientists, the physicists and chemists,

but one has to imitate them not slavishly but Intelli-

gently. They employ insights of a narticular type, name-

ly, the insights of the mathematician and of the curve-fit-

ter grasping in an aggregate of measurements a possible

law. The student of development also.must employ insight,

but he must not restrict himself to the particular types

relevant to physics and chemistry. On the contrary, he

has to work out his orn structures of accumulating in-

sights and, indeed, different structures for the study of

the orulnism, t.lo psyche, and intelligence itself.

study of an organism beans from the thing- -

for-us, from the organism as exhibited to our senses. A

first step is a descriptive differentiation of different

parts and, since most of the parts are inside, this des=

criptive preliminary necessitates dissection or anistomy.

A second step consists in the accumulation of insights

that relate the described parts to organic events, occur-

rences, operations. By these insights, the marts become

known as organs, and the further knowledge, constituted

. by the insights, is a grasp of intelligibilities that

1) are immanent in the several parts, 2) refer each part

to what it can do and, under determinable conditions,

will do, and 3) relate the capacity-for-performance of

each part to the capacities-for-performance of the other 

0 ) 
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parts. So physloloar follows anatomy. A third step is to

effect the transition from the thing-for-us to the

thing-itself, from insights that grasp described parts

as orgens to insights that grasp conjugate forms sys-

tematizing otherwise coincidental manifolds of chemical

and physical processes. By this transition, one links

physiology with biochemistry and biophysics. To this end,

there have to be Invented appropriate symbolic images of

the relevant chemical and physical processes; in these

images there have to be grasped by insight i the laws of

the higher system that account for regularities beyond

the range of physical and chemical ex?lanation; from

these leas, there have to be constructed the flexible

ta- 6tAx f viAt._ -	 circle of schemes of rqcuence in which the organism

functions; flnally, this flexible circle of schemes must

be coincilcqtt with the related set of capacities-for-per-

formance that previously was grasped in sensibly presented

organs.

The foregoing three steps of anatomy, physiol-

ogy, and their transpositioa*to the thing-itself reveal

one aspect of the,- organism as higher system in an under-

lying manifold or cells, chemical processes, and physical

changes, let us name that aspect the hither system as

integrator. The higher system itself is tho set of con-

jugate forms. As integrator, this set is related 1) to

Inspected organs as the set of functions grasped by the

*physiologist insensible data, 2) to the physical, chem-

ical, and cytological manifold as the conjugates implicitly
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defin ed by the correlations that account for additional

regAarities in the otherwise coincidental manifold, and

3) to innownt arrl transient activities of the organism

in its environment as the ground .of the flexible circle

of ranges of schemes of recurrence. However, the organism

grovi and develops, Its higher system at any stage of

devaopment not only is an integrator but also an opera-

tor, that is, it so integrates the underlying manifold

as to call forth, by the.orinciples of correspendence

and energencel its om replacement by a more specific and

effective integrator,

The difference between the higher system as

integrator and as operator may be illustrated rather sim-

ply, There is a well-known interlocking of organic parts

that enables the biologist to reconstruct an organism by

examining, say, its bones. Now this simultaneous intertlock-

ing of parts rests on the higher srtem as integrator: the'

mijugate forms &re related to one another but also are

emergent ie orcanic parts; it follows that the parts are

related to on another and that through those relations

the vhole can he reconstructed from the part. But besides

the Aimultaneous inteocking, there also is a success-

ive inter6locking. Just as the dinosaur can be reconstruc-

ted from the fossil, so a determinate stage in the develop-

ment of tie whole can be made the basis from which earlier

or later stages could be reconstructed; and in this recon-

struction over time the major premiskof the inference is

supplied by the higher system as operator,  

ci
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What is the operatorl Obviously, I am not referring

to a mathematical entity, though there ie an extremely im-

portant potnt to the mathemeiticul analogy. For a mathe-

matical operator changes one function into another: the

higher system as integrator corresrends to a set of con-

Augate forms, or Lars orthe classical type, of alternative

ranges c)	 or recurrence: and the higher syetem as

operator effects the transition from one set of forms, laws,

schemes to enntlemr set, Accordingly, while development may

be extremely reguLar, such recularity is not to be confused

with the regularity that conforms to clasoical la it is

the higher regularity of the emergent trend that success-

ively conforms to afferent sets of classical lams.

Still, what is the operator? In the general

case, it is the upmardly directed dynamism of proportion-

ate being that we have named finality. It is conditioned

by instability in Vie underlying manifold, by incomplete-

ness in the hialar integration, by imperfection in the

correspondence between the two, It is constituted inasmuch

as the higher system not merely suffers but provokei the

underlying instability, inamich as the incompleteness of

the higher system consists in a generic, rudimentary,

undifferentiated character that can become differentiated,

effective, specific, inasmuch as the imperfectien of the

eorrespondence is4 so to speak, under control and moving

towards a ltnit were the principles of corres-ondence and

emergence result in the replacement of the prior integra-

tion by a more 'developed successor, inasmuch as such 

0
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operators form a flexible series along which tie) organism

adVanoes trim the generic functionfiv-of the initial cell

to the flextble circle of ranges of schames of the mature

type.

how Is this operator studied? All learning is

a matter of data and insight, hypothesis anJ verific%tion.

The difficulty in studying the operator lies in the com-

plexity of its data. Ye have outlined tha procelure 1) of

inspecting anti describing the dissected parts of an organ-

ism, 2) of grasping functions or capacities-to-perform

in the -parts, 3) of intewelating tiuse functions iftith

one another to determine the flexible circle of ranges

of schemes of recurrence, and 4) of replacing the inspect-

ed colonies of cells (organs) by their underlying physical

and oheeical manifolds. Nov this procedure can be duplicated

with respect to successive staes in the development of

the same organism, an.J. the juxtaposition of the twofold set

of results illustrates the meaning of comparative study.

One comperes successive stages of organs, successive

capacities of successive organs, successive integrations

of capacities, seccesoive physical and chemical manifolds.

One goes on to contrast normal and abnormal successions, .

to aote similarities and differences of successions in

different subiLspecies and species, to form an account of

the various economies in v;hich some parts develop before

others, mma al.,3 permanent and others transitional, some

advance at on rate and others at another. The totality

of such information constitutes the data on the operator,

•
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The second step is to understand the data. Now understand-

ing is sought methodically through a heuristic structure,

and the relevant heuristic structure is, Specify the

operator. In general, development is higher system on the

move, The operator is the higher system known by grasping

the intewelateed set of capacities-to-perform; but it is

this interS.elat,ed set, not as the integrator of a given

Stage, but as thae soorce of the differences that appear in

the next stage. But just how is it the source of the con-

crete differences elevealed in comparative study? That

question asks for the specification or the operator. It is

the question in genetic method that parallels the classical

question, How does one determine the indeterminate function?

The natter my be clarified by an illustra-

tion. There seems to be a gen,eral priaci-ple of development

that is named tha. law of effect. It contends that develop-

ment takes place along lines of successf,e1 functioning.

Thus, a tree in a forest puts forth branches and leaves

not to its si::.:(es but at its top. Now such a principle offers

a specificat!,oa of the operator. For the operator is the

higher system on the move. The hicter system is the ground

of the flexible circle of schemes of recurrence in which

the 'organism functions, The law of effect states that the

.ground of functioning advances to a' neve ground of function-

ing where functioning occurs successfully. Clearly, though

this specification of the operator is extremely general, it

offers some deterrairtation of the direction of development.

Its application to con.crete instances may not only confirm
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it but also give rise to further questions, The further

questions will lead to further insights and so to still

further questions. In this fashion, one's understanding

of the operator begins to be an instance of higher system

on the move in the development of scientific knowledge

of development.

• •	 1Q- 0



7.3 	Psychic and Intellectual Developmen 

Essentially the same heuristic structure is

applicable to the study of the -psyche and of intelli-

gence. But now we are confrontod with twofold and three-

fold developments. In the animal, there is psychic develop-

ment superveninr upon organic development. In man, there

is intolltual levelopment supervening upon psychic and

psychic suo?vinlieg upon organic. Moreover, there is an

important: difference.in the accessibility of data. In the

organism both the underlying manifold and the higher system

are unconscious. In intellectual development both the under-

lying manifold of sensible presentations and the higher

system of insights and formulations are conscious. In

psychic development the underlying neural manifold is un-

conscious and the suporvening higher system is conscious.

Finally, the higher the level of integration, the greater

the freedom from material limitation, the more dominant

the dynanic and expansive aspect of the operator, the

more significant the Laws of development itself, and con-

sequently the fuller the development not only on the higher

level but also on subordinte Levels. Thus, organic differ-

entiatLon 7-,?ach,es its maximum in animals, and psychic

differentiation reaches its maximum in man.

The proxtmate underlying manifold of psychic

developent consists in the events and processes of the

nervous system. This system involves a central core with

afferent and efferent branches. It is at once both a part
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of the organism and the seat of the manifold of events

that have their higher integrations in conscious per-

ceptions and coordinated responses. Psychic development

is that higher integration on the move, and the movement

is in two different but complementary directions. What

may be naned	 lateral movement is an increasing differ-

entiation of the psychic events in correspondence with

particular afferent and efferent nerves. What may be named

the vertical movement is all increasing proficiency in in-

tegrated perception and in appropriate an coordinated

response. The lateral movemant has its limit set by the

multiplicity 11111 diversity of nerve endings. The vertical

movement has its limit set 1) by the operationally signifi-

cant set of combinations of different nerve endings and 2)

by the existence of higher neural centers at Itich such

combinations can be integrated or coordinated.

The study of animal behavior, of stimulus

and responsemwould reveal at arty stage of development a

flexible circle of ranges of schemes or recurrence. Im-

plicit in such a circle of schemes, there would be corre-

lations of tho classical type. Implicit in such correla-

tions, ther,J would be the conjugate forms that 1) account

for habitual perceptiveness of determinate types and

habitual modes of aggressive and affeetive response and

2) woAd seem to be emergent in underlytag neural con-

figurations or dispositions as insights are emergent in

images and functions in organs. Thile such study would

reveal the higher system as integrator at any given stage
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of development, comparative study of successive stages,

of normal and abnormal successions, of similarities and

differences of successions in different sub&pecies,

species, and genera, and of the general economy of in-

creasing psychic differentiation, woel'i provide the

materials to be understood in grasping the nature of

the higher system as operator.

With the development of intelligence, the

reader alrnady possesses some familiarity. The lower

otherwise coinc:tflental manifold Is provided by sensible

presentatons anl imaginative representations. In accord

vitt the principle of corvespondence, insights emerge to

tnify and correlate elements in the sensible flow, to

ground the formulation of such unifications and correla-

tions In concepts, thoughts, suppositions, considerations, .

definitions, postulates, hypotheses, theories, and through

such conceptual constructions, or their deductive expan-

sions, or their concrete implementation, to give rise

sooner or later to further questions. Clearly, as the

conceptual construction is the formulated higher system

as integrator, so the emergence of the further question.

effects its transition into the operator. For further ques-

tions lead to further insights only to raise still further

questions. So insights accumulate into viewpoints, and

lower viewpoints lead to higher viewpoints. Such Is the

circle of the development of understanding, and it ()mime

in the different departments of logic, mathematics, science,

cmnmon sense, and philosophy, according to differences in

the route of the circle,   

0
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Two peculiarities of intellectual thlvelopment

call for attention. On the on e hand, there is its ex-

ceptional freedom from limitation- TIe higher system of

tbe organism or of the psyche develops in an underlying

material manifold of physical, cherni cal, cytolor ice;

events that are subject to their on proper lkr,:s. The

higher system of intelligence develops not in a material

manifold but ir . the psychic representation of material

manifol\ls. Hence, the higher system of intellectual de-

velopment is primarily the hih•lr 1ntjratoii, rot of the

men in 'V	 tha t,.zIvelopment occurs) but of the universe

tbat he insprIcts. Further, along, with this freedom from

material limitation, Litellectual develo-pmrint has an ex-

ceptional principle of coritroa. The organism or the psyche

justifies the higher system it becomes by its pragmatic

success. While the praErna tic criterion is omployed by

intelligence as well, still its awl	 co:7mo.nly is

confined to the short run and to superficial issues. The

proper criterion of intelligence lies in its own capacity

for critical reflection, for grarnimg the unconditioned,

for determining tile norms of invertigatlons that are

headed towards the unconditioned and therefore probable.
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7.4	 Human Development

It remains that a word be said on total

development in man. Organic, psychic, and intellectual

developmemt are not three independent processes. They

are intenilocked with the intellectualk providing a higher

integrattem of the psychic, and the psychic providing a

higher integration of the organic. Each level involves its

own lav.,,s0 its flexible circle of schemes of recurrence, its

.inter4locited set of conjugate forms. Each set of forms

stands in an emergent corres7)ondence to oth,r3rw1se coinci-

dental manifolds•on the lover levels. Hence, a single

. human action can involve a series of components, physical,

chemical, organic, neural, psychic, and intellectual, and

the severaL components occur in accord with the laws and

realized schTles of their appropriate levels. However,

while plysical anl chenical laws are static, higher corre-

lations pqrtain to systems on the move and, quite obviOusly,

there resats the problem of formulating the heuristic

structure of the investigation of this triply compounded

developmemt. Vihat the existentialist discovers and talks

about, that the ascetic attempts to achieve in himself,

what the psychiatrist endeavors to foster in another, what

the psychoLogist aims at understanding completely, the

metaphrsician outlines in heuristic categories.

First, then, at any stage of his develop-

ment a maul is an individual, existing unity differentiated

by physicll, chemical, organic, psychic, and intellectual
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conjugates. The organic, psychic, and intellectual con-

jugate forms ground respective flexible circles of ranges

of schemes of recurrence that are revealed In thean's

spontaneous ad effective behavior, in his bodily move-

ments, in his deelings with persons and things, in the

content of his speech and writing. Moreover, if one turns

from outward behavior to inner experience, one finds that

it shifts into quite different patterns as one engages in

different types of activity; absorption in intellectual

issues tends to eliminate sensitive emotions and =nations

and, inversely, mystical absorption tends to eliminate

the flow of sensitive presentations and imaginative repre-

sentations; again, aesthetic experience and the pattern of

practicel activity tend to be mutually exclusive; finally,

while tho lraNatic pettenn of one person dealing with

other persons draes upon all one's resources, still, it

sub4div1des, like the successive coatings in an alien,Le
into a series of zones from the ego or moi intimq to the

outer rind of the persona, so that one is aloof with

strangers, courteous with acquaintances, at wee with

one's friends, occasionally unbosoms oneself to Ultimates,
lieettere

keeps some,thig entirely to oneself, and refuses even to

face others.

Secondly, an develops. Whatever he is at

present, he eas not always so and, generally speaking,

he need not remain so. The flexible circles of ranges of

schemes of recurrence shift and expand, for neural., psychic,

and intellectual conjugates pertain to systems on the move,

The functioning of the higher integration involves changes
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in the underlying manifold, and the changing manifold

evokes a modified higher integration. There obtains the

law of effect, for development occurs along the directions

in which it mcceeds. But there also obtains an anticipated

law of effect on the psychic and intellectual levels. Thus,

unless one asks the furtAer questions, one remains with

the insights one has already, and so intelligence does

not develop; inversely, because one vant to develop, one

can frequent the lectures and read the books that put the

further crli NAF and help one to learn. Amin, one

develops through fenctioning and, until one has developed,

ones functioning has the lack of poise, of economy, of

effectiveness, that.betrays as yet undifferentiated potent-

ialities. Unless one is encouraged out of shyness, timidity,

pretended indifference, to zest and risk and doing, to

humility and laughter, one will net develop but merely

foster the objective grounds for one's feeling of in-

feriority. Bather, one will not develop along a certain

more coolon line; one vill seek and find less common

MIAs ii rhich to excel; and there one will be apt to

oVer-compensate for deficiencies elsewhere.

Thirdly, there is a law of integration. The

initiative of development may be organic, psychic, in-

tellectual, or external, but the development remains

fragmentary ufltil the principle of correspondence be-

tween different levels is satisfied. Thus, the initiative

may be organic, for the organism is an upwardly directed

dynamism, seeking to be more fully, evoking its higher

o)
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integration by calling forth psychic images and feelings.

So pan is prompted to wiling and sleeping, to eating and

drin).:ing, to shade in the summer and the fireside in

winter, to loving and begetting children and fending for

them: and these psycnic, sensitive, corporal activities

in their turn . call forth the family and technology, the

economy and polity, morality and law. Again, the initia-

tive may be psychic, for man's sensitivity not only re-

flects and iategrates its biological basis but also is
O.

itself an entity, a valuelrliving and developing. Inter-

subjectivity, companionship, play and artistry, the idle

hours sont ,Ath those with whom one feels at home, the

common pur)17e, labor, achievement, failure, disaster, the

sharing of feeling in laughter aid lamenting, all are

human tnings and ia them man functions primarily in

accord with the development of his perceptiveness, his

emotional responses, his sentiments. Thirdly, the in-

itiative may be intellectual; its source is a problem;

one is out to understand, to judge, to decide, to choose.

Finally, the initiative my spring from a change in one's

material circtumstances, in the perceptiveness or senti-

ments of anotherp.in the discoveries of other minds and

the decisions of other wills.

Still, the initiation of a development

is one thing and its integrated completion is another.

If one adapts to external change merely out of deference

to material necessity or social pressure, the behavior

of the outward persona is modified in a manner that, at
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best, is tolerated by the inner subject. Again, if one

sincerely makes an excellent resolution about one's mode

or style of behavior, the resodution is apt to remain

sterile if the appropriate perceptiveness and feelings

are not forthcoming and one does not now how to evoke

then. Inversely, a development can bogin in one's per

ceptiveness and feelings, yet it will remain frustrated

if one fails to understand oneself, to Plan the strategy,

and to execute the tactics that secure congenial compan-

ionship or employment. Finally, the non-conscious neural

basis can send up its signals that express a starved

affectivity or other demands for fuller living, but the

signals need an interpreter and the interpreter an in-

telligent ani willing pupil.

The law of integration, then, is a declaration

of what is meant by human development. Because man is a

unity, his proper development is no more than initiated

when a new scheme of recurrence is etablished in his

outward behavior, in his thinking and willing, in his

perceptiveness and feeling, in tlie organic and neural

basis of his action. Generally speaking, such an initia-

tfon of development invites compleaeatary adjustments and

advances, and unless they are effected, either the in-

itiated development recedes anq atrophies in favor of the

dynamic unity of the subject, or else that unity is sacri-

ficed and deformed to make man a mere dumoing ground for

unrelated, unintegrated schemes of recurrence and modes

of behavior.
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Fourthly, there is a lay of limitation and

transcendence. It is a law of tension. On the one hand,

development is in the subject and or the subject: on the

other hand, it is from the subject as he is and towards

the subj;ct as he is to be. Finality has been conceived

as the upwardly but not determinately directed tynatism

of proportionate being. Its realization may be regular,

but its regularity is not according to law, according to

settled spontaneity, according to acquired habit, accord-

ing to existing schemes of recurrence; on the contrary,

it is a change in the law, the spontaneity, the habit, the

scheme; it is the process of introducing and establishing .

a nfm law, spontaneity, habit, scheme. Its point of de-

parture necessaril;y is the subject as he happens to be;

but its direction is against him remaining as he is: and

though its term will involve him in a fresh temptation

to inertial repetition and recurrence, that term is to be

approached only y breaking away from the inertia of his

prior stage.

Noi th.: tension that is inherent in the final-

ity of all proportionate being becomes in man a conscious

tensi-en. Present perceptiveness is to be enlarged, and the

enlargement is not perceptible to present perceptiveness.

Present desires and fears have to be transmuted and the

tranmmutation is not desirable to present desire but

fearful to present fear. Moreover, as has been noted, the

organism reaches its highest differentiation under the •

psychic integration of the animal, and the psyche reaches
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Its highest differentiation under the intellectual in-

tegration in man. Because wilt!e_t psychic development is

so much more extensive and intricate in man than in

other animals, it is involved in a more prolonged ten-

sion and it is open to more acute and diversified crises.

There is a further and deeper aspect to the

matter. Intellectual development rests upon the domin-

ance of a detached and disinterested desire to know. It

reveals to a man a universe of being, in 7hich he is but

an item, and a universal order, in which his desires and

fears, hiS delight aril anguish, are but infinitesimal

comeonents in the history of mankind. It invites man t)

become iatelligent and reasonable not only in his know-

ing but also In his Living, to guide his actions by re-

ferring them, not as an animal to a habitat, but as an

Intelligent being to the intelligible context of some

universal order that is or is to be. Still, it is diffi-

cult for man, even In knowing, to be dominated simply

by the pure desire, a.nd it is far more difficult tor him

to 0140itaka.r permit that detachment and disinterestedness

to dominate his whole way of life. For the self, as per-

ceiving and feeling, as enjoyinE'and suffering, functions

as an animal In an environments as a self-attached and

self-interested center vithin its own narrow world of

stimuli and responses. But the same self, as inquiring

and reflecting, as conceiving intelligently and judging

reasonably, is carried by its Ten higher spontaneity to

cfuiteadiffereat mode of operation with the opposite

attributes of 'detachment and disinterestedness,
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It is confronted with a universe of being In which it

finds itself, not the center of references but an object

coordinated with other objects and, with theT. subordinated

to some destiny to be discovered or invented; approved
4.4.4.4.1‘or—LiA~

A laid-%arez-erAf}41----.41+-etitri-neitAmmt repudiated.
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Luch then is the height of the tveion of

human consciousness. On the side of the objects It is

the opposition between the world of sense of men the

animal and, on the other hand, the universe or being to

be liamm by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation.

On the side of the subject, it is the opposition between

a center in the world of sense operatinr self-centeredly

ands on the other hand, an entry into an intelligibly

ordered universe of being to which one can belong and in

which one can function only through detachment and dis-

interestedness. Not only is the opposition complete but

also it is ineluctable. As a man cnnot divest himself

of his flimality, so he cannot put off the Eros of his

mind. To inquire and understand, to reflect and judges

to deliberate and choose, are as much an exigence of

human nature as waking and sleeping, eating and drink-

ing, talkilg aril loving. Nor is there any escape from

the universe of being and its intelligible order by devis-

ing some particular type of metaphysics or counter-meta-

physics. For the universe of being is whatever is in-

telligently grasped and reasonably affirmed; by its

definition it includes an intelligible order; and to

set up as a philosopher of any school whatever, one has

to claim to understand and pretend to be reasohable.

0
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It is this heightened tension that in human

development supplies the content of the compound, anti-

thetical law of limitation and transcendence. All develop-

ment is develont inasmuch as it goes beyond the initial

subject, but in man this "going beyond" is Witiciputed

immanently by the detachment anA disinterestedness of

the pure desire. Again, all development is development

inasmuch as it possesses a point of departure, a concrete

material to be transmuted, but in man this concrete

material is permanent in the self-centered sensitive psyche

content to orientate itself within its visible arid pal-

pable environment an4 to deal vith it successfully. Nor.

are the pure desire End the sensitive psyche two things,

one of them "I" and the other "It". They are the unfolding

on different levels of a single, Individual unity, identity,

whole. Both are I and neither is merely it. If my intelli-

gence is mine, so is ay sexuality. If my reasonableness

is mine, so are my dreams. If my intelligence and my

reasonaldeness are to be thought more representative of

me than my organic and psychic seontaneity, that is only

in virtue of the higher integration that, in fact, my

intelligence and reasonableness succeed in Imposing an

their underlying manifold or, proleptically, in virtue

of the development in which the higher inteEration is to

achieve a fuller measure of success. But no matter how

full the success, the basic situation within the self is

unchanged, for the perfection of the higher integration

does not eliminate the integrated or modify the essential

o)
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opposition between self-centeeedness and detachment.

The same' "In on lolifferent and rel ted levels of opera-

tion retains the opposed clearecters.

Fifthly, there is a law of genuineness. At

first sirht it is an otelous matter of simplicity and

honesty, of perspicacity and sincerity. But a little

probing brings to light a plichx, In so far as develop-

ment occurs non-consciously, there is no relevance to

genuineness, for simplicity and honesty, perspicacity

and sincerity, are valities of conscious acts. On the

other hand, one may- argue, the more consciously a

development occurs, the less the likelihood that it will

be marked by genuineness, foe. ethren one speaks of a simple

and honest soul, one is net thinking of a person given

to deep and prolonged self-scrutiny. That, then, can

genuineness be? It does not pertain to non-conscious

developnent, and it seems to stand in conflict with

way notable consciousness of development. Is it a property

of some teillieht development that is neither unconscious

nor fully coescous? And if it is, how can thre be a

general lee of genuieleness? Such is the paradox.

To meet it, let us say that the requirement of

genuineness is conditional and analogous. It is condi-

tional, for it arises only inasmuch as development occurs

through consciousness. It is analogous, for the require-

ment has a different content in different cases. The

genuineness, of which ree thinki when we speak of a simple

and honest soul, is the happy fruit of a • life in which

Illusion and pretence have had no Place. But there is
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another genuineness that has to be won back through a

self-scrutiny that expels illdsion and pretence; and

as this enterprise Is difficult and its issue doubtful,

we do not think of its successful outcome when we cast

about for an obvious illustration of genuineness.

In the light of these distinctions, the law

of genuineness can be put as follows. Every development

Involves a starting-point in the sebject as he is, a .

term in the subject as he is to be, and a process from

the starting-point to the term. However, inasmuch as a

development is conscious, there is some apprehension of

the starting-point, the term, ani the process. But such

apprehensiens may he correct or mistaXen. If thv are

correct, the conscious and unconscious components of the e

development are operating from the same has along the/

same route to the same goal. If they are mistaken, the

conscious and unconscious componeats, to a greater or

less extent, are operating at cross purposes. Such a

conflict is inimical to the development, and so we have

the conditional law of genuineness, namely, that If a

development is conscious, then its success demands correct

apprehensions of its starting-point, its process, and

Its goal.

Further, besides being correct or mistaken,

the apprehensions that make a development conscious may

be minimal or more or less extensive. They are minimal

when they involve little more than the succession of

fragmentary and separate acts needed to carry out the
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successive steps of the development vi th advertence,

intelligence, and reascmableness. They are more or less

extensive ,;:nen one begins to delve into the background,

the context, the premistes, the interelttons of the

minimal series of conscious acts, and to subsume this

understanding of oneself under empirical lays and philo-

sophic theories of development. Now, other things being

equal, there is less lff:elihood of error in the minimal'

series alone than in the minimal series fitted out with

its concrete background and its theoretical  exnlanation;

and for this reason we expect genuineness tr., be more

common in the simple and honest soul innocent of intro-

spection anl depth psychology. But it very well may be

that other things are not equal, that errors have become

lodged in the habitual background thence spring our direct

and reflevAve insights, that if we relied upon our vir-

tual and implicit self-icnowledge to provide us with con-

crete guilance thrpagh a conscious development, then the

minimal series so far from being probably correct would

be certainly mistaken. Accordingly, the law of genuine-

ness not only is conditional but also is analogous; it

becomes relevant in so far as developnmnt is conscious;

and what it demands will be spontaneous in some cases

and in others only obtained through more or less ex-

tensive self-scrutiny.

The necessity, then, of germ lneoess is the

necessity of avoiding conflict betweem the unconscious

and the conscious components of a developmmt. But one

moves to a deeper grasp of the issue -when. one asks why
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conflict should arise. For if one does not have to look

far to find a reason, the reason is not without its pro-

fundity. As we have seen, all development involves a

tenSion betwsan limitation an! transcendence. On the

one hand, there is the subject as he is functioning

more or less successfelly in a flexible circle of ranges

of schemes of recurrence. On the other hand, there is

the subject as a higher system on the move. One and the

same reality is both integrator and operator; but the

operator is relentless in transforming the integrator.

The integrator resides in successive levels of interifrela-..

ted conjugate forms that are more familiar under the

common name of acquired habits. But habits are inertial.

The whole tendency of present perceptiveness, of present

effectivity and aggressivity, of present pays of under-

standing and judging, deliberating and choosing, speaking

ani doing, is for them to remain as they are. Is7,a!nst

this solid and salutary conservatism, however, there

operate th.) se-,o principles that gave rise to the acquired

habits and ne, persist in attempting to transform them.

Unconsciously operative is the finality that consists in

the upwardly but indeterminately directed dynamism of all

proportionate being. Consciously operative is the detached

and disinterested desire raising ever further questions.

Among the toples for questioning are one's own unconscious

Initiatives, their subsumption under the general order

intelligence discovers in the universe of being, their

Integration in the fabric of one's habitual living. So

there emerges into consciousness aconcrete apprehension

)
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of an obviously practicable and proximate ideal self; but

along with it there also emerges the tension between

Limitation and transcendence; and it is no vague tension

betreen limitation in general awl transcendence in general,

but an unwelcome invasion of consciou.saess by opposed

apprehensions of oneself as one concretely is and as one

concretely is to be.

Genuineness is the admi ss ion of that ten sion

into consciousness, and. so it is the necessary condition

of the harmonious cooperation of the conscious and uncon-

scious componints of de-velopment. It does not brush ques-

tions aside, smother doubts, push problems down, escape

to activity, to chatter, to passive entertainment, to

sleep, to narcotics. It confronts issues, inspects them,

studies their many aspects, works out their various im-

plications, contemplates their concrete consequences in

on& s own life and in the lives of others. If it respects

inertial tendencies as necessary conserva.ti-ve forces, it

does not conclude that a defective routine Is to be main-

tained. because one has grown accustomed, to it. Though

it fears the cold pinnge into beco,-ing other than one is,

it does not dodge the Issue, nor pretend bravery, nor act

out of bravado. It is capable of assurance and confidence,

not ally in what has been tried and found successful, but

also in what is yet to be tried. It grows 1,4,.ary with the

perpetual renewal of further questions to be faced, it

longs for rest, it falters and it fails, but it knows its

weakness and its failures and it does not try to rational-

ize them.

0
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Such genuineness is ideal. It goes far beyond

the native 'endowment of detachment and disinterestedness

that wel possess in the pure desire to know. For it pre-

supposes the accumulations of direct, introspective, and

reflective insights that are needed to discriminate be-

tween issues. Some are momentous, some important, some

secondary, some minor, some merely silly. Tithout due

perspective and discrimination, the exercise of genuine-

ness, as described above, resilts only in the earnest

person with a remarkable flair for cencentrating on the

wrong questions. Nor can perspective and discrimination

be acquired without asking the significant questions.

There is, then, a vicious circle to be broken, for we

cannot become vise and discriminating without concentra-

ting on the rtght questions, anl we cannot select those

questions unless v;e already are wise and discriminating.

Still, vicious circles are logical entities,

and development is a series of emergent leaps from the

logic of one position to the logic of the next. Higher

systemas on the move, as operator, is not to be deduced

from precepts and maxims alone, nor from inner impulses

alone, nor from external circumstances alone. It is a

creative reseonse that meets the requirements of all

three in a concrete intelligible synthesis. Man is alive,

sensitive, intelligent, reasonable. Nor is he an isolated

monad. his development is a movement from the relative

dependence of childhood to the relative autonomy of

maturity. And ap he develops, the content of the analogous

requirement of genuineness-for-him shifts from the siiple
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demand of the pure desire for detachment to an ever

more intelliremt, more wise, more self-reliant unfold-

ing of that desire.

Finally, there is the sanction of genuine-

ness. To fail in genuineness is not to escape but only

to displace the temion between limitation and trans—

cendence. such a displacement is the root of the dia—

lectical phenomena of iedie4r4445. scotosis in the in-

dividual, of the bias of common sense, of basic philo-

soehical differences, and of their prolongation in

natural andand !rumen science, in morals and religion, in

educational theory and history. But this issue takes us

from genetic method to dialectic arid so the present

discussion ends.

It has all been, of coerse, very general.

It is meant to be so, A heuristic structure is only the

frametpork in eldch Investigation is to introduce specific

lees and pareeicelar facts. The question before us is not

whether We have dealt adequately with humm development.

The question 'before us is not whether we have established

the fertility of the heuristic structure or even whether

we have explained its precise mode of application. Our

topic is genetic method and the sole question is whether

the key idea .of the method has been found. Our account

takes its staid upon the structure of human knowing. Its

basic elements are supplied by the theory of explanatory

genera and species, 17 the conseqeent analysis of develop-

ment in general., and by the special characteristics of   

0	
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the triply Compounded development of mart. It fimls that,

as classical method rests on the assumption that similars

are to be understood similarly, so genetic method rests'

on the assumption that an understanding of significantly

dissimilar individuals is to be reached by subsundng their

respective histories under common genetic principles.

Again, it finds that as classical method is concerned

With laws, so genetic method is concerned with mergent

trends, with successions of operators that successively

change the Isms to which an individual is subject. Fur-

ther, it finds that, because genetic method is concerned

with emergent trends, its object can be formlltA d only

by introducing categories in vhich the notion of emergence

and its thplicaons are set forth adequately and with

sufficient Fenerality. Finally, it is for this reason

that the account of genetic method had to await the dis-

cussion of metaphysics; and within this metaphysical

context it has been found possible, I believe, to offer

a single integrated view that finds its point of departure

In classical method yet embracet biology, the psychology

of behavior and depth psychology, existentialist reflection

. upon man, and fundamental elements in the theory of in-

dividual and social history, of morals and asceticism,

of education and religion.
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The complexity of the issue with which we

have been dea3.ing has made it impossible for us to weave

into our exposit ion an acscoluit of contrary views and our

reasons ioi reject:Lae; then. ficx,ever, there is a notable

addition to clarity that results from such contrasts and,

if we are riot to invite ails interpretation, we had best

attempt some negative indication of our position.

In Ernst Cnsirerl a The Problem of &now-

ledtte, (Yale University Press, Nev  haven, 1P50, pp. 118-

216; English trans3.ation by Y.F1. oglom and C.W. Bendel

of Das Erkenntnisproblem in. der PhilosoPhie 2E1 rissen-

schaft der ,neueren Zeit, Vierter B;Ad, Von ji.3ge a Tone

1,211 zur :iev.envart, 1832-19520 the interested reader will

find a well documented study from the Nloo-Kantian view-

point of ti-v) biological m'ethods arid theories from the time

of Linnaeus to the present. By presupposing this exposi-

tion of other views, it vilL1 be possible for us to set

forth compactly the essenttal contrasts between our

position and nechanista„ vitalism, organicism, ansi Kantian-

ism. Finally, we shall indicate the points in which we

believe it necessary to develop Aristotle's views.

First, thera, our vie-.vs on. reality. and

Objectivity separate us from the mechanists. In our

position., there is not only room but also relevance for

every insight that physics and chemistry can off r o the

biologist, for the organists is a higher system of under-

lying. chemical and physical manifolds, and the higher

7")
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system in no way violates the autonomy of physical and

chemical laws. Again, in our position, there Is a welcome

for every discovery or such connection as the conditioned

reflex and the tropism, for all such connections are

simply parts in the flexible circle of ranges of schemes

of recurrence. But we cannot but reject the mechanist

belief that reality consists in imaginable elements as

imagined, for such images as images are unverifiable; and

we cannot share the mechanist hope that some day the la-As

of physics and chemistry will account for all biological

phenomena, for the only evidence for that hope is the

mechanist ;*lief that reality consists in imaginable ele-

ments as imagined.

Secondly, our rejection of mechanism is

not an affirmation of vitalism, for re do not believe that

vitalism, at least as it commonly is conceived, is

sufficiently radical in its rejection of mechanism. For

the vitalist seems to accept the mechanist view that

reality consists in imaginable elements as imagined but
•

to addlalso _./tha.there are unimaginable, vital entelech.

- ' les. In contrast, we reject outright the belief that ul-

timate reality is known by a set of unvefifiable images,

and if we affirm forms, we affirm them not only in organ-

isms but also in electrons, protons, atoms, and chemical

compounds. Nor is such an affirmation to be termed mystery

mongering. For a mystery is what is not understood, but

a form is that is to be known inasmuch as one understands

correctly. The real myetery is that, while scientists are

A ,
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regarded uniwersally as men of intelligence, none the

less, it is thought,outrageous to suggest 'that they know.

anything .by understanding or that they knom. better and

more adequately when they understand better or more .

adequately.

Thirdly, while we affirm forms both in atoms

and in organisiMs„ while we do so for the same reason in

both cases, still we do not affirm that biology deals with

the same type of conjugate forms as does ammistry or

physics. If me compares the chemical elements, one finds

that Some, e.g. the inert gases, are highly stable, while

others move easily and almost endlessly into compounds.

Still, both the-stable and unstable chemdeel elements

are static systems; carbon of a given weight and number,

no matter how large the range of compounds into which it

enters, never gives rise to a developing series of in-

stances of carbon of that weight and amber. The out-

standing characteristic Of the organism is that in it,

insUbility is matched and balaaced by a moving system,

that the sane inlividual unity is differentiated by an

explanatory sequence of conjugate,formts„ that these se-.

quences are members of the more comprehensive sequence

of ever bolder and more resourceful strategies by which

organisms solve the problem of living ill till environment.

Fourthly, by our affirmation of central forms

we agree with the advocates of holism or. ananicism. But

we ffirm not only the intelligible unity to be grasped

in data as individual but also the intelli:gible functions

and relations to be grasped in data as of linds. Moreover,

0
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these intelligible relations and functions not only are

emergent in the underlying manifolds and determine thq

flexible circle of ranges of schemes of recurrence but

also constitute a movieg higher system that se integrates

the underlying manifold as to make another and different

integration emerge.

Fifthly, we employ the name, emergence, bit

we employ it in a quite determinate meaning to denote a

quite unmistakable fact. The prototype of emergence is

the insight that arises with respect to an appropriate

image; without the insight, the image is a coincidental

manifold; by the insight the elements of the image become

intelligiUly united and related; moreover, accu,ulations

of insights unify and relate ever greater and more diver-

' sified ranges of images, and what remains merey coinci-

dental from a lower viesspoint becomes .systematic fro the

accumulation of insights in a higher viewpoint. If the

meaning of emergence is thus determinate, so also the fact

is unmistakable. There are routine processes and through-

out them one can verify the same classical and statistical

laws. There are changes of state and during them statis-

tical laws are modified but classical laws remain the same.

But there also are emergent processes and the cdassical

las that can be verified at their inception are not the	 •

classical laws that can be verified at their end. tudte

There are correlations that can be verified in the adult

organism. There are correlations that can be -verified in

0	 0
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the fertilized ovum. But the two sets of correlations

are riot identical. In determinate materials, there has

occurred a change in what can be grasp,A by insii:ht,

formiula.ted as law, and affirmed as verified. One set of

conjugai.te forms has given place to atiother. The process

from one set to the other is regular. Put this regular

process is not in accord 7,-ith classical law, fer there

are no classical laws about changes of classical laws;

nor is it in accord with statistical lay:, for it is not

an indLirerent choice between a set of alternative pro-

ces;les1 and so one is forced to recognize the fact of a

third type of process to be investigated by a thirds

genetic me,tinod.

Sixthly, Kant affirmed a maxim of formal

purpcssiNO21,?-99 as relevant to biological inquiry. such

purpc•si-veness was no part of the reality under investiga-

tion, biut it was a necessary component of the mind's

telligi-ble ordering of the data, Novi we affirm finality

in a se/Ise that .htas been defined already. It is an

affirmation of dynamism, of a general directedness to

fuller Intelligibility and systematization, and of the

attailimat of ever greater but never comdete fulness

throush an effective probability. k clear example of the

exact meaning of such finality is the flexible strategy

of the dynamic higher system and, again, of the cumulative

succession of ever bolder and richer strategies. Accord-

ingly, our affirmation of' finality means no more than

that carl be grasped intelligently in the data and affirmed

780
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reasonably on the basis of the data. But the real is

being, anl being is what is to be grasped intelligently

and affirmed reasonably. On this shoving, finaelity is

just as roal	 L!lything else. Inasmuch as Kautis for-

mal purpofitveness lavolves a certain antnropoceatricity

and, also, a greater determinacy than our notion of

finality, ve are reaely to grant its subjective status

but then we would deny that it possessod any relevance

to biological inquiry. Finally, Kent's views in this

field are no more than a consequence of his general posi-

tion and, as has been suggeste-I already, that position

has no better fondaton than an incomplete rejecticm

, of naive views on objectivity along with a failure to

find the virtually unconditioned as c-mistitetive of judg-

ment and thereby to reach the universe of being.

Seventhly, though we are in basic agreement

with Aristotle, we differ from him in Nany positive ways

and it will not be amiss to clarify the matter very brief-

ly. Aristotle aknowledged central and conlugate forms:

as sight is to the eye, so soul is to au whole animal.

his form is al s o an end: sight is the intelligibility

grasped not only in the developed eye and optic nerve

but also proleptically in the developing eye of the

foetus. He distinguished between thing-for-us and thing-

itself: not only are forms grasped in sensible presenta-

tions but also they exist in a prime matter that is sheeT

potency and so falls short of all categorical description. 

0
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On the other hand, Aristotle did not grasp the notion of

successive higher vievapoints„ nor employ it to account

for explanatory genera and species lie did not grasp the

notion of probability as explanatory, nor conceive an

emergent probability, nor think of higher forms as

emanating for regularities in unierlying otherwise

coincidental manifolds. Ile d id not conceive finA,ity

as heading beyond .every generically ani specifically

determinate achievement, anti his analysis of movement

as incornDliq.) act is only a di stant aporoximation to

the notion of divelopment as nigher system on the movie

from undifferentiated to fully lifferentia.ted perfection,

Finally, on his position there is no proximate potentdal-

ity to conceive human development as a triply compounded

movement of successive higher  systems.
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S.	 Suatorv

Metaphysics Ilas been conceived as the integral

heuristic structure of proportionate. being. Proportionate

being is .what is to be knosm by experience, intelligent

grasp, arel. reasonable affirmation. Integral heuristic

structere is the anticinatory outline of that tolld be

known by affirming a complete explanation of experience.

The significance of metaphysics lies not in the

future but in the present. It is a matter of indifference

to metapleyAcs whether or riot there will be some fliture

date in which complete explanation rill in fact be reach-

ed. But it is a matteer of sunretme importance to metaphysics

that hero mad ncre one reject all obscurantism and so

accept in all its implications the effort for complete

explanation.,kgaino the value of an anticipatory oetline

of a hypetnetical complete explanation is not to be

measured by the extent to vthietIthe future explanation

is anticipated. For the metaphysical issue is not the

present order of future knovlecUe but the order immanent

in the dynamics of all knowledge eleether past, present;

or future. Even vheen science has accounted for all phenom-

ena and common sense has been purged of all bias, there

remains the question of the unification, of the sciences

and of the myriad instaeces of common sense. AS that

question never will be mat either by science or common

( 0	 0



sense, so the answer to it can be ascertained at once

in its general structural lines; and the point to the

ansver is not the value of a forecast but the value of

a correct -erdr aid perspective in preamt knowledge and

present inquiry.

As the significance of metanhysics, so the

evidence for it lies in the present. But the uniqueness

of metaphysics makes an account of the evidence extreme—

ly difficult. Any doctrine cal be presented in a set or

sets of definitions, postulates, and deductions. But

evidence does notate in the outward vocal or written

expression, nor even in the inner assent, but in the

prior reflective grasp thut compels reasonableness to

assent. Once one has accepted definitions n rid postulates,

deduction makes manifest the unconditioned that is to be

grspd reflectively- But the definitions  anj postulates

of metaphysics are a manifold of disputed alternatives;

the evidence for discriminnttng between them is as large

as the unive:cse on ithich they pronounce: and a grasp of

that eviden lies, not within easy reach of every in-

dolent mind, but only at the term of a long and diffi-

cult accumulation of direct and reflective insights.

For this reason a statement of the evidence

for a metaphysics has to be in dynamic terms. If a

spatial image and a military metaphor may be helpful,

the advance of metaphysical evidence is at once a

break-through, an envelopment, and a confinement,  Ihe
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break-through is effected in one's affirmation of oneself

as empirically, intelligently, ani rati7mally conscious.

The envelopment is effected though the protean notion

of being as whatever one intelligently gnasgs and reason—

ably affirms. The confinement is effected tlirough the

dialecticL1 fliairt.4zow-km4opposition ofd,	 noticms of

the real, of kuovJng, and of oljectivity, so that every

attempt to escape is blocked by the avarelnes7s that one

would be merely substituting S0111+1 countor—position for

a known position, merely deserting the being that can

be intelligently grasped an r,Jasonably affirmed, merely

distorting the consciousness that is not emly empirical

but also intelligent and not only intellivnt but also

reasonable.

Once this foundation is laid and as long as

it is retained effectively, one can proceed rapidly —with

the arecton of the integral heuristic structure of nro-

portionate being, In a first moment, dialectical criticism

transforms one's common sense and scientific viers to

provide th? n-2c1ndary minor premisA of tile argument. In

a second moint, cNnitional theory brings to light the

four methods of possible inqutry, thr: cil-dition of Chair

use, ani the possibility of their integration, to yield

the principal minor premiss. In a thirdmmment, meta—

physical understanding unites the principal and secondary

minor premisses, much as a physicist unites a differential

equation with empirically ascertained boandary conditions,
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to obtain the integral heuristic structure relevant to

this universe. In a fourth moment, there is invoked the

isomorphism of knowing an known; the pattern of relations

immanent in the structure of cognitional acts also is to

be found in the contents of anticipated acts and still

will be found to obtain vhen the heuristic contents of

anticipated acts give place to the actual contents of

occurring hct/.3.

To summarize the second moment, on begins

by noting tie.at understmnding leads to thn formulation of

systems, an3 that systems may be supposed either to be

constant over time or to change in time. Again, besides

the direct understanding that posits systems, there is

the inverse understanding that rests on the opposite

assumption of defective intelligibility. Accordingly, the

anticipation of a constant system to be discovered grounds

classical method; the anticipation of an intelligibly

relzted sequence of systems grounds genetic method; the

anticipation that data till not conform to system grounds

, statistical method; and the anticipation that the relations

between the successive stages of changing system will

not be directly intelligible grounds dialectical method.

But data Trqr-lt either conform or not conform to system,

and succestve syetems must be either related or not

related in a directly intelligible manner, Accordingly,

taken together, the four methods are relevant to any

field of data they do not dictate what data must be;

they are able to cope with data no matter what they may



To turn now to the fourth moment of the meta-

A

in data that aTe all individual. To link intelligibly

the indi7idual data rith the general structures, there

is needed a further aril distinct type of unlersteading

that krasps cencrete unities, identities, wholes. Thence

it follows that the general structures are concerned with

the properties of things, where properties and things are

what is to be knorn by understanding the same data by

different tut celementary procedurts.

Besides their unity by.concrete refErence, the

methods also possess structural unifications. Thus, in a

universe in lAhich both classical an,1 statisticalrnethods

are relevant, the immanent intelligibility of thm order

of events can be shown to be an emergent probability.

Again, in a universe in which the same things have pro-

perties investigated in distinct, autonomous sciences, •

then the notion of successive higher viewpoints is alone

capable of intelligibly relating the generically distinct

properties of de) 3ame thing without violating the au-

tonomy of the sciences. There follows a generalized ener-

gent probability for both things and events, and the

heuristic structure of knowing is matched by the finality

of being.

physical argument, there are introduced the notions , of

0	 0

amleits of Metaohysics

prove to be.

However, the use of the methods has a icesic

condition. For they head to .general systems and ttruc-
r

tures
' 14,21

MICA discovered, verified, and applied
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central an con lugate potency-, form, and act. Propor-

tienate being ie:3 Out is tnbe known by experience, in-

telligent grasp, wmd reasonable affirmation. The integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being is the struc-

ture of v.'hat is to be known when proportionate being is

explained completely. But in that explanatory knowlege

there will be affirmation, Mere will be understanding,

and there will be experieace of the empirical residue.

Let act denote what is knov:e inasmuch as one affirma;

let form denote what is knoma inasmuch as one understands;

let potency denote thet is tat= inasmuch as one exper-

iences the empirical residue. From the distinction,

relations, and unity of experienced, intelligible, and

affirmed coetents, there follow the distinction, relations,

and mmity of potency, form, an• act. Fro;: the different

modes of unleref;anling concrete things and abstract lees,

there follows the listinction between central and con-

jugate forms arid, as a corollary, the distinctions be-

tween central and conjugate potency and between central

and coejugte acts. Free the structural unification of

the methods by generalized emergent probability, there

follow the structural account of the explanatory genera

and species and the immanent order of the universe of

proportionate being. Such are the elements of metaphysics.

There renains the task, to be opened in the

next chepter, of investigating a little more deeply the

natureof these elements and their relations. But it

may not be amiss to locate once more our position in
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the history of philosophy, There exists a necessary

isomorphisra bet-veen our knciwing, and its proportionate

known. But that parallel is missed by 6p1nozals deduct-

ivist ordo  idea rum e...§14- ,ordc) rerum. The correct locus

of the parallel i to bs fr,wid in the dynamic structure

of our knoTing. Inquiry and ulderstan:!ing pres!lopose

and complemont experience; reflection and judgment pre-

suppose and complement understanding. But vhat holds for

the activities, also holLls for their contents. What is

known inE:•,:%in::1) zis one is urrIc..-rstanding, presupposes and

complements wha t is known by experiencing; an'i1 what is

known inasmuch as one is Warming, presulposes and com-

plements -what is known by understanding. Finally, the

contents of coginitlonal acts either refer to the known or

are identical with the knormt and so the dynamic struc-

ture of kno-:,int,', is also the structure of' proportionate

being. This was grasped by Aristotle and more fully by

Aquinas and, while the present account of the mrItter does

differ in der-alas from their 7)ositions the difference

lies in the ftc-t that modern science has made it possible

to distinguish -very sharply betven preliminary descrip-

tion and scientific explanation.
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